
‘ Stantec Consulting Ltd.

P’j/ Guelp Ontario, Canada Amphibian Call Survey
1,”

Te (519) 836-6050
Observation Form

Slant
Fax: (519) 836-2493

Project Number L Project Name:

Date 4C 21( 22iO Field Personnel: !2. /kIt
Temp: Wind: Cloud: PPT: PPT in last3Ls:

Weather Conditions: C1 2---- ‘* AJ
(LC4v

Visit Number:

Start Time: End Time: I I (

Secies ri zour
AMTO V•
BCFR
ULL

iChFR
OG it
FOTO
GRTR
GkFF -

FR

PIFR

Cerk if species .s ceiiing
frcm inside iDO-roefre station area.
Chc;k species is caIinq fram outs;de
1)O-nietre station area.

Quality Control: This complete & legible .

Signature: / Signature:
(Field Personnel)

Page / of 6
(Project Manager)

REV: Mar, 09

. Record Start Time at Each Station

c27

Statio, UTM:____________

Habitat: Gsç

r Water Present:
I

lOOm lOOm

Form 003



Page 2 of 7

.. —-

14-6 é
UTM:

UTM:

Habitat: k, d)

(Project Manager)

REV: Mar, 09

Species I Ourf

Station

POTO
GRTR
GRFR
fIiFR

jNLFR
PIFR
PF e—
1i0FR

Check f specam is caliinç
from inside IflOmerre station area
Check f seeces is c&limj from
100-metre station area.

Habitat: .lC\ 5t%t &-4 L,,h?1

LiIf? U81
Station

C

Saecies 1n oiitj

çY
CGTR
FOTO
GRTR
GRI-R
M(FR
NLFR
PtFR

5PPE v

Check f snocios is caihog
rom icide 100-metre station area.
Checs it speogs is cnlhng (corn oot
100-motre starion area.

Water Present: 2

10Gm 10Dm

_
_

Fled Personnel)

Form 003



Speciaslri Out*j

MTO
RCFR
BULL
CHFR
cGrR
POTO
GRTR
P.RR
MIFR
NLFf
PiFR
SPPE L— L
WOFR

Check if species a caenq

from i çiff (0Onetre station area.

Check if species is calig from oetdg

100-metre staton area.

I ‘L/

Station UTM:

Habitat: I

Water Present:

1 OOm ii

Stationecies In* Out”)

AMTQ L/
IBCFR
BULL
CHFR
CGTR
FOTO
GRTR
CRF R
L1IFR
NLFR

iPFR
SPPE L

jWOFR
Check t species is calling
from inside 100-metro station area.

Check if soecies is calinq frmuoLtsidn

11)0-metre station area.

UTM:

Habitat: 4zcq, Lcj-e cC fLi,

Water Present: 1,ec

I OOrn

Signature:

,Field Personnel)

Page ) of -4-;-

-flBLiuI-.-Ik’.,.

I Proiect Manager)

REV: Mar, 09 Form 003



pes tr (Dut*j
AMTO
BCFR
BULL
CHFR
CGrR
FOTO
GRTR
GRFR
Mf FR

PFR
SPPE l_—
WOFR

Check 1 species is crcknq
From ,i iOOmetre Station area.
Check if soecies is caitinq from oo(sc(B
(CO-metre station area.

Species Out”]
(AMTO
!BCFR
BULL I /
CHFR / ,•

!CGIR
FOTO
GRTR
GRFR

iR
NLFR
PFR
SPPE —‘

JWOFR

Check f species is ccl
From inside 100-cretin Station area.

Check ii species is caIirq from outside
Ii)O-metre stCtion area.

27 Station UTM:

Habitat:

[1 Water Present:
—7

-:

I OOm

Station UTM:

Habitat: Ue+ fc ((A( J1O( \vVm(\

Water Present: -

5ignature

Page

____

of-2

— lalul 0.

(1-icid Personnel) (Project Manager)

REV: Mar, 09 Form 003



Ie!Zj Out’
AhtTO
0CFR
BULL
CHFR

iGGIR
FOTO
GRTR
GROR
MtFR
NLFR
PFR

Check ii species is calling
ironi inside l0O-metre station ores,
Chack if snecies is ceiling from QBts4cr
100-metre station area.

1cies 0* Outj
IAMTC
IBCFR
hitULL
Ct-IFR
CGIR
FOTO
GRTR
GRFR
MIFR
NLFR
PlFR
SPPE

Check f species is calling
from inside 00-moIre station area.
ChecS if soecies is catiing from QBII.icfo
IOU-metro station area.

z1
Station UTM:

Habitat:

Water Present:__________________

I OOm

Station
I

UTM:

Habitat: SC(U Vc

Water Present:

lOOm

Signature:

tieId Personnel)

Page

_____

of______

ignature:

lOOm

(l’rojeet Manager)

REV: Mar, 09 Form 003



Spein Out
AMTO
BCFR
BULL

FOTO
GRTR

.GRFR
MFR
NLF-
PFR
SPPE
WOFR

Check it species is cakirrq

from maids lOOmetre Station area.

Check species is caihng from ousi

100-metre statron arem

Species 5* OutI
AMTC
SCFR
BULL
CHFR
CGTR
rtyro
GRTR
GRFR
MIFR
NLFIt

SPPE V
{WCl;R .

-

- (.Theek f species is aIWng
from inside 100-metre station area.

Check it spcjes is calicq from oic

100-rrsstro station area.

O2 1]

Stations UTM:

Habitat:O!-

Water Present:

lOOm

(

I OOm

Station

K
UTM:

Habitat: I

Water Present:

lOOm

Signature: G_—L_— 4k_A,k__/
Field Personnel)

Page - of ;7

*)I1flULL.Lfl/.

1 OOm

Protect Manager)

REV: Mar, 09 Form 003



Stantec Consulting Ltd.

/J/4 GuelpI Ontario, Canada Amphibian Call Survey

Tel: (519) 836-6050
Observation Form

Stantec
Fax: (519) 836-2493

Project Number________________________ Project Name:

Date .1 ‘)( 3 ,- ? Field Personnel: O ‘4” /L

• Temp: Wind: I Cloud: ..- PPT: PPT in1jast 24 hrs:
Weather Conditions: / j y -

.

Visit Number: (
Stan Time: I End Time: 1 0

. Record Start Time at Each Station

Soedes 1n Out
AMTO

IBCFR
BULL:
CHFR
CGIR
FOTO
GRTR

;I3RFR
‘MFR
NLBR

VVV V

Check if specios ;s coisr’g
irorn ins.(c( IQOrnetre stRtion orea.
Chonk 1 spoces is caIin Ircn outsct
1)O.rnefre station area.

(Fie ersonnel)

Page 1 of______
(Project Manager)

REV: Mar, 09

Station
1<—

UTM:

Habitat-4k7 1 L:;(S

.,‘— Water Pres’ent:

lOOm 1 OOm

Quality Control: fl form is corn etc ( ) & le Ic f ).
Signature: _— _- — Signature:

Form 003



Species n Gun
AMTO

if3CFR
tiLL
CHFR
CCTR
& oro
GRTR
GRFR
MiFR

h’JLFR
PIFR

fSPPE —

QPR

Check 1 species s calling
from inside lOOrrietre station area.
Check f species is catting (rum outside
100-metre station area.

Species. n Out
AUITO
13Ct-R
BULL
CHFR
C(rR
FOFO
GRTR
CRPR
MIFR
NLFR
PfFR

/

• Check 1 n&des is calling
from ireride 100-metre station •rrea.
Check (species is caling from ou(jg
100-metre efarion erea.

/

ic1

(0

UTM:
Station

Habitat: ik’ /
Water Present:

1 OOm

Station
UTM:____________

Habitat:’ /
Water Present:

lOOm

---,-----

(IieId Personnel)

Page ç’of
(Project Manager)

REV: Mar, 09 Form 003



Ij2r Cut
AMTC
CCFR
CULL
CHFR
CCItt
I’OTC

NLFR
jPiFR

)FR___

Check if species is cefiinq
1mm njde ICC-metre station ores.
Check f wecies is camling from ots
1CC-metre sIcken area.

C)

UTM:______Station

it)

p1
Habitat: cJ(&( -

Water Present: N

1 COrn I COrn

Station UTM:

0
es mm Out
AMTC
CCF H
ULL
1CHFR
CCTR
FOTO
GRTR
GRFR

FR
NLFR
PiFR

Check 1 species a ialhng
rrom insimie 100-metre Station area.
Check Ii soecies is caHmng from Outçiete
i00-msmre station area.

Habitat: ‘tr’

Water Present: c—

/

lOOm

Signature:

(Pield Personnel)

Page oC______

VZcL lOOm

LI 151 LCLUL C

(Project Manager)

REV: Mar, 09 Form 003



species Tn 59

7 ‘L7L]

BULL
CHFR
cc; 11

jFOTO
GRTR
C3RFR
MtFR
NLFR

WOtR

- Check if specios a ceiling
frcmj I 0Ometro Station ama.
Check f spec;es is Oaihng from UU)5mc(

100-metre station area.

1 AMTO
IBCFR
IBULL
Ct-tFR
CGTR
FOtO
GRTR
GRFR
MIER
NLFR -

SPPF vl0
-

Check 1 spOciSa is calIng

from inside 00-metre station area.

Check ii SPecies is caking from jde

00-motes station area.

Station UTM:_________

Habitat: cjv’ y2Ar -

LJ Water Present:

Station UTM: 1fl

Kabitat: /“iu!

Water Present:

1 OOm

4’2 \JSI1
ignature: ;-c(4”---.-

(Field Personnel)

Page

______

of
(Project Manager)

REV: Mar, 09 Form 003



IStciesTh Outj
AMTO
RCF
BIJLL
CHER
CGTR

IFOTO
CRTR
GRFR
iitFR
NLFR

ISPPE

Check Ispecies is caHir’q
From inside lOO’rnetre station ores.
Check if SpCCi8S is cating horn outsido
100-melre station area

Habitat: Ys

4 2J

Water Present: c

pecies 1n Outj
AMTO

IBCFR
‘BULL
CHFR
CGIR
FOTO
CRTR
GRFR
MIFR
NLFR
PFR

tW0
Check J species isaIflng
from inside CO-metre Station area.
Check if species is caknng from outside
IOO-nrrnttre station area.

63
UTM:Station

L’H
c-\) f \,*:d’

1 OOm I OOm

Station UTM:

Habitatf ‘•s

Water Present:

I

I OOm

signature

___________________

jtId Pcrsoimel) (Projoct Manager)
Page

_____

of J 9 REV: Mar, 09

lOOm

Form 003



Species Ir Ouj
jAMTO
1CFR
BULL

fihFR
1CGIR
IFOTO
GRTR

IGRFR
fMFR
NLI- t

•SPPE c--.j

• Check if species a cahir’g
from inside 100 metre •tation area.
Check siemes is cmling from cI

100-metre staton area.

Species In Out
FAMTO
IICFR
1I3ULL
CHF

9 )
GRTF
GRFR
MIFR
NL

—.

SPPE —:

IYVOFR .

-

Check 1 spacies is caking
from insice 100-metre station area.
Check 1 species a caking iron Moicf
tiP-metre Station area.

Station UTM:

Habitat:

Water Present:

Station

6L2 GRc)

UTM: €v4cU-U

Habitat: 3iN.’\Lv-

Water Present:__________________

1 OOm

Signature: ature:

(tie ellersonne)

Page 1’ of______

I OOm

(Project Manager)

REV: Mar, 09 Form 003



Species i Out
AMTG
BCFR
IBULL
jCf-;F
CC I R
FCTO
GRTR
CRFR

NLF R
jPFR
SPPE •_—

WOFR

Check if species is caPrig
from sede 100rrire station rirea.
Check f scecies is c5ilinq from oitscIe
100-metro station area.

ecies In Outj
[AhITC,
ISCFR
iULL
CHFR
corn
FOTO
GRTR
GRFR
MIFR
NLFR
PiFR
SPPE
WOFR

Chock f species ecalling
from inside 100-metre station area.

hi cc ii species is c l r p Iro 1 sO me
100-metre station area.

U
Station

i) .
I 1i)

‘iiA L-iA csv
UTM: (V 1-t)V VjDLNJc

Habitat: jts

LC Water Present:
‘—7

1 0Cm (L lOOm

Station UTM:

Habitat: tj I O(4’

Water Present:

lOOm

Signature:
(Held Personnel)

Page 2 of______

I

rt)

(Project Manager)

REV: Mar, 09 Form 003



Spec(esfn Out
AMTO
FCFR
BULL
iDhFR

FOTO
GRTR
GRFR
M(FR

NLFR
IFiFR
SPPE .—

Check if species 5 caiirrg

from inside 100-metre station eros.

Chock f species is catting from 0015dB

100-metre sts1on area.

rSpecies tn Out
AMTO
BUt-H

IBULL
CHFR
CGTR
FOTO
GRTR
GR
MIEB
NLFR
PtFR
SPPE - .— I
WGFR _J

Check ii species is calting

frnm nOsier 100-metro station area.

Ire sit sveniesi nilirg1rie lid

100-metro statiOn area.

Station

x
r’

[ hi

UTM:

Habitat:
1::g / Fi zJ L-

Water Present: S
I-

Station

V

o-c cw

UTM:

Habitat: ( J jj
ti_p_u iS

Water Present: ::

lOOm

sIgnature:

-
Page L’

________

lOOm

(Project Manager) -

REV: Mar, 09 Form 003



Species n Outj
AMTO
RCFR
BULL.
CUFR
csrR
FtO
GRTR
GRFR
MFR
!NLFt
2iFR
SPPE
WOi-R

Check if species is collinq
from irs.id 100-metre station ores.

Check acres is cailing from cufp
100-metre staton area.

ecies In* OuU
AMTC)

IBCFt
BULL
CHFR.
CG1R
FOTO
GRTR
GRFR
MIFR
NLFFI

PiFR
SPPE

Check 1 species is caIlng
from inside ICC-metro station area.

Check ii s&ctes a ctkng from outside

100-metre station ares.

lCi’Ztj
Station UTM:_____________

Habitat: ‘-o lj, /r

/ J Water Present: >

10Cm 10Cm

Station

U

UTM:___

Habitat: -k7 c

Water Present:

lOOm

tField Personne))
Signature:

(4
Page / of 7

lOOm

I Project Manager)

REV: Mar, 09 Form 003



Stantec Consulting Ltd
70-1 Southgate Drive
Guelph, Ontario, Canada Amphibian Call Survey

‘
Tel: (519) 836-6050

Observation Form

stantec Fax: (519) 836-2493

Project Number 1 &U ()(j 22 Project Name:
L/4_

Date ( 1 0 Field Personnel: ‘‘ ‘/-

Weather Conditions:
Mn: CloucF

p>_
PPas24 hrs:

Visit Number:

Start Time: j) End Time: 3 c)

. Record Start Time at Each Station

Quality Control: This corn lete () & legible ().
Signature Signature:

-_-454i Personnel)

Page / of /
(Project Manager)

REV: Mar, 09

cJ)
Station

O3çj 1
UTM:___

Habitat: r

Water Prcsent
/

lOOm I OOm

Form 003



AMTO

uu..
ICGTR
FOTO

GRTR

MFR

PWR
!SPPE
WOFR

Check f specea s
frcrr 1OOmetre stairoo area.

a ( pec es a c Urj r-’r’ St istriP
100 ceim s:atcn area.

CHFR
rDQTR
FOTO
GRTR
GRFR
MFR
1NLFR
PFR
SPPE

Check 1 spocos is caHtncj
from insme 1 D0—rnro starros area,

c 0 e H rtj ti a
100rr:eire StHtFtfl area.

q5
Station

L1

UTM:____________

Habitat: eY C)

Water Present: (i_t:c

I

V,40tJ

1 OUm

UTM:
Station

Habitat:36f’

1Q_

Id Personnel)

Page

_____

of

______

I OOn

(Project Manager)

REV: Mar, 09 Form 003



1ci&tri Our*
AMTO
BCFR
BULL
ChFR

FOTO
GRTR
C)RFR
MIFR
NLFR
PIFR

__

Check 1 species is caIiin
From injde 101)-metre station area.
Che’k :f species is cetirg from outsido
F00-netre station area.

‘pecies In Out”
AMTO
BCFR
BULL
CHFR
CGIR
‘OTO
GRTR
GRFR
MIFR
NLFR
PFR
SPPE
OFF

C[eck f scecios is culfag
from insv.je 1 (JO-metre station area.
CJ’cck t ned es cliii q ro, Cdl CO

100-rretre stason arCa.

Station UTM:

Habitat:/1e,ii. JcçJ

Water Present:

1 OOm 1 OOm

Station UTM: w3’v4V(11,*c
Habitat: LJct)

/ t

Water Present: 445_ -

I OOm

Signature: -

Page of -

/)

([rield Personnel) I Project Manager)

REV: Mar, 09

1 OOm

Form 003



Species n Oui1
j’ATQ
BCFR
UULL
CHFR
CC1R

IFOTO
GRTR
GRFR
MIFR
NLFR
Pt FR
SPPE
WOf-R

*Check if spemcs is cat(ng
from inshe 100-metre station area.
Check 1 species is ceiLing (rem outside
100-metre station area.

Species 1n Out
AMTO
BCFR
BULL
CHFR
cc3rR
FOTO
GRTR
GRFR
IvIIFR
NLFR
PiFR
SPPE
[FR

Check f soecies a calling
rotc -sUe 100-metre station area.
Check 1 species is calling from outside
I00-:oetrc station atea,

UTM:Station

G

H
Habitat:L$,), VLP1f

Water Present:

I QOm I OOm

Station UTM:

Habitat: JCUc

Water Present:

Signature:
icid Personnel)

Page of
Project Manager)

REV: Mar, 09 Form 003



Svecieslr( O-ü551
1AMTO
iBCFR
BULL

iCG1r
FOTO
GRTR
GRFR Ii
hiiFR
NLFR
PIFR
SPPE

Check if species is caking
(rem irmido 100-metre sttlon area.
Check it sec es is ctkinq from aLts cc
100-metre station area.

o3i 3

Species tn* oii9
AMTO
BCFR
BULL
CHFR
CGTR
FOTO
GRTR
GRFR

Check if species is caltog
from nsidC 100-metre station area.
Check if species is callIng from outskta
100-metro station ares.

G’c

Station
1.

UTM:

Habitat:LJj, t’CTh4?j ccv’
Water Present:__________________

lOOm I OOm

Station UTM:
r6

0

Habitat: 3E’,11ii

1H

Water Present:

lOOm lOOm

Signature:
Field Personnel)

Page

____ _____

(Project Manager)

REV: Mar, 09 Form 003



Species in outj
AMTO

CHFR
CC3IR
FOTO
GRTR
GRFR
MIFR
NLFR

Check if species is callhp
from ije 100-metre Ct5tion area.
Check 1 species is calling from ootsid
00-metre station area.

(Project Manager)

REV: Mar, 09

UTM: y6?yfl’Station

C
Habitat: (i,/ c4 C)(<’-

Water Present:

I OOm 1 OOm

lO.\L
Station

60
UTM: 4L 4;? 6

Fj
Check if species is calling
from inside 100-metre station area.
Check it species is calling from
100-metre station area.

Habitat:M S11 (dç

Water Present:

1gnature SignatU?ëT

(Field Personnel)

Page

_____

of’7 Form 003



COIR
FOTO
GRTR
GRFR
1MfFR
NLFR
PIFR
SPPE
CFR__

* Check it species s caning
horn jose 100-metre station mae.
Check f sceces is cailin from utscie
00-metre station areS.

ecies Our

AMTO
BCFR
BULL
CHFR
CGTR
FOFO
GRTR
GRFR
MIFR
NLFR
PFR

(SPPE

__-

Check J species is ceiling
rem neide 1 00-metre station area
(Thecic if srecies is calling (rem orsLdc
l00-ne:ro stetion area,

0

Station

,1+

UTM:

Habitat: cit- LAJath( 6
Water Present:

lOOm lOOm

Station

11

UTM:

Habitat:

Water Present:

lOOm lOOm

StgruiftLre: Srgnnu
(Field Personnel)

Page

____

ofZ7
(Project Manager)

REV: f’vlar, 09 Fonn 003



Visit Number:

Start Time: End Time:

. Record Start Time at Each Station

* c*ck f species i ceihog
tram inside i 00-metre station area.
Check 1 species is ceiling tram outside
100-metre station area.

\*;

c’ •e’

Station Z2

jtij

l1’3’,c 1L7’
UTM: -t’19

Habitat: C:( (T ( I F (a-’

Water Present: HE’

Quality ControlThis\for9tis ompIeeLj & legible ().
Signature: I

(Field Personnel)

Page

_____

of

Signature:
(Project Manager)

REV: Mar, 09

Stantec

Stantec Consulting Ltd.
70-1 Southgate Drive
Guelph, Ontario, Canada
N1G 4P5
Tel: (519) 836-6050
Fax: (519) 836-2493

Amphibian Call Survey
Observation Form

Project Number I Project Name:

________________________

Date Ylt4 2/2 Field Personnel:
p

I Temp: I Wind: I Cloud: I PPT: I PPT in last 24 hrs:
Weather Conditions:

IIULL
CHFR
CGTR

4FR
ILFR

PIFR

lOOm lOOm

Form 003



Species n Qut
iIWTO

BULL
CHFP
CGTR
FOTO
GRTR
GRFR
MIFR
NLFR
PIFR

ISPPE
9FR

Check if species is calling
from inside 100-metre station area.
Check if species is calling from outside
100•.metre station area.

Station
UTM:_____________

Habitat: -

pecies: j Out*

BCFR 4
CGTR
FOTO
GRTR
GRFR
MIFR
NLFR

,PIFR r

WOF-R

Check 1 spomes is calling
from inside 1 00-metre station area.
Check f suedes is calling from oosjdg
100-metre tatioO area.

Water Present:

(: •-

lOOm lOOm

Station
UTM:

Habitat: r

Water Present: - c
p_st

/1
(Field Personnel)

Page I’ of______

I GOm

(Project Manager)

REV: Mar, 09 Form 003



Pciesfn Outi
AMTO
BCF
BULL
CHFR V
CUrB
FOTO

.GRTR
CRFR
MFR

jNLFR
PFR

ISPPE V

Chack if species s caIing
from irmide WO-metre station orea
Check if species caifirip from oulskle
100-metre station area.

recies In OuF9
AMTO
BCFR
BULL
CHFR V

•CGTR
FOTO
GRTR /
GRFR
MI FR
NLFR
PfFR

:SPPE V
[otr

• Clack f paciee ía uUing
rrom nsde 100—metro station urea
Check if species is calling from outde
100-refio station urea.

L5T
Station L— UTM: ‘+5o7 S

Habitat: c

Station UTM:________________

J1

Habitat: 5, ruL,.j tL-bf

(Project Manager)

REV: Mar, 09

Water Present:

______

lOOm lOOm

Water Present:

lOm lOOm

signature: ‘ii/4’ t12t/sTgrature:

_________

jiield Personnel)

Page 3of S Form 003



r

Check if species is mikirrq
from inside 100-metre stStion eros.
Check f sizecies is celinq from cutdo
100-metre st5tior ores. 7 (

Station UTM:

Habitat: SJL r—r

ecies, tn Out*j
AMTQ
BCFR
SULL
CHFR
CGTR
FOFO
(3RTR

MIFR
NLFR
PiFR
SPPE
iOFR

-

Check f scecies is ceiling
ftjm nsiije 100-metre st5tion rrea,
Checs ii species is cr.Ihng from oci.sids
l00-e1ro station area.

BCFR
BULL

ICHF.R
CGIR

iFOTO
GRTR
GRPR

NLFR

/

Water Present:

lOOm lOOm

T H’7C.
UTM: i23*Station

Habitat: XD

Water Present: /

lOOm lOOm

Stgnature: YaLL

______________________________

(Field Personnel)

Page

_____

of
(Project Managor)

REV: Mar, 09 Form 003



Soecies ln 11a1

AMTO
RCFR
ULL
CHER,
CC3IR
FOTO
CRTR
GRFR
MtFR
NL1-R
PIFR
SPPE
WOFR

* Check .1 pecios s calirg
From ne’d 100-metre station area,
Check 1 species is calling from xitside
100-metre station area.

Species n Out
AMTO
BCFR
ROLL
CHFR
CG1R
FOTO
CRTR
CIR1-R
MIFR

pp V VI
LwoR

Check if secios is calling
rum name 1 00—metre station area.
CI-eck (species is catting from octside
100-metro stat on area,

Station UTM: ZOL+z

Habitat: J (_y\ t’

Water Present:___________________

lOOm lOOm

I

UTM:jrStation

Habitat: t 1J i-e’ ‘‘ £

Water Present:

1 OOm

Signature.
(Fie’d Pcrsonncl)

Page 3 of______

1 QOm

(Project Manager)

REV: Mar, 09 Fonri 003



* Check ii spemes is caflin
from inie 100-metre station area.
Check ti speces is cCinq Prom outside
tOO-metre station area.

Station UTM: o3O9

Habitat: eld/J-/s

pcies ln* Out
AMTO
BCFR
BULL
CHFR
CC FR
FOTO
GRTR
GFR
MIFR
NLFR
1PPFR .-

SPPE V
CtR

Check f CCiC5 te cLiItirmg
mom inside 100—metro station area.
Check it species is celfiog from ouj
100-metre station ares.

octes
vITO

I3CFR
[3LJLL
C(-nFR
CCFR
FOTO

RTR
Water Present:_________________

lOOm lOOm

Station3

2?

/ I c)33-3’
UTM:

Habitat: i c/d /c’zJr

Water Present:___________

lOOm

Signature.

-. (‘PersonncI

Page of_____

lOOm

(Project Manager)

REV: Mar, 09 Form 003



Species :Th Out*j
AMTO
RCFR
BULL

[ChFR .

FOTO
1RTR

i.GRPR
MIFR

PiFR
/1

WOf-R

Check if species is caf leg
ircm insde IOU-metre stetion area.
Check if sc’ecies is ceiling from QgtsiitB
1CC-metre station area.

eciesIn

BCFR
BULL
CHFR
CGTR
FOTO
•GRTR /
GRFR
MIFR
NLFR
PSrR
SPPF //J

[WCFR
.

Check 1 species is ealling
from lnsid CU-metre station area.

C hcck 1 SOEcIOS Sc I rg Oet 0

IOO-mtre atmion area.

UTM:_____________
1

Habitat:

Station UTM:

Habitat: (A.) ockc1 S

Water Present: .I/’z)

lOOm lOOm

Station

lOOm

signature: iq
1’fIi&d1iie ——

Page ?— of ‘

lOOm

(Project Manager)

REV: Mar, 09 Form 003



Species 1n Outj

AMTO
RCFR
BULL
CHFR
CGIR
FOTO
GRTR
GRFR
MtFR
NL1- it
?iFR
SPPE
WO(-R

Check 1 speciris s cairq
from ip.fria 100riietr station area.

Check f species is caiting from UUtSic(

100-metre station area.

‘ 25

Station V - 0
UTM:____________

Habitat:

rspectes 1n Out’
AMTQ
BCFR
BULL I

tCt-IFR
tCG FR
roro
GRTt
GRFR
MtFR
NLFR
PiFR
SPPE

lY’0 -

Check t species a caling
from inside ICO-motra station area
( beca 1 soecIes I t I q ro ci M
GO-moIre clarion area.

Station
17_ %

UTM: ‘.t../

Habitat:_______________

(Project Manager)

REV: Mar, 09

Water Present:

lOOm
lOOm

Water Present:

lOOm
lOOm

signature: c signature:

-

Fte(d Personnel)

Page of ‘
Form 003



Stantec Consulting Ltd.

j1% Iada Amphibian Call Survey

‘‘ Tel: (519) 836-6050
Observation Form

Fax: (519) 836-2493
Stantec

Project Number I (pi(O Project Name: (i-f-- P’-e

Date . Field Personnel: Iy’iiSS’k. S frz-c&

Temp: Wind: Cloud: PPT: PPT in last 24 hrs:
Weather Conditions:

Visit Number:

Stan Time: End Time:

. Record Start Time at Each Station

S3edes In
AMTO
FJCFR
BULL
CiFR
CG IR
FOTO
GRTR
C3RFR

INLFR
PTFR
SPPE I
WOFR

Cneck if spocios is ciing
from insijo 100-metre stetion ama,

-- Char,k f 5pOOes s calirig from ou1sde
100metre -tatjon area.

cO3

Station \I\) UTM: fl2? 390

Habitat:j(- j )

Isl Water Present:

O

lOOm lOOm

Quality Contol: Fh’ torn is cempIetej & legible J.
Yttw

(Field Personnel)

Page I of

Signature:
(Project Manager)

REV: Mar,09 Form 003



Speeestn ann
AMTO
I3CFR
BULL
CHFR7
CGIR
hOTO
(3RTR
cR
h.tiFR

PIFR
PPE

Check 1 spec;os a calhrrg
from incid iDOmetre station arna.
Check f eeces is eating trom outside
l00-metr stat!on area.

Iit//
(Field Personnel)

Page of (‘

Station
UTM: 44 3

Habitat: cr’ cr-J

Station
\j/

I-1
i.1

UTM: (%T3c/

Habitat:

Water Present:

lOOm lOOm

[pecies, n Outj
AMTO —‘

SCFR
BULL
CHFR
CCfR
Fora
GRTR
CR1-H
MIFR
NLPF1
P1FR

V
LvorR

Check 1 snecies is cIhng
from inside 100—metre tattori area.
Check 1 suecios is aBirg tram Out

1 00-metre station area.

Water Present:

1 0Dm 1 OOm

I Project Manager)

REV: Mar, 09 Form 003



Secies tn if’

;BCFR
bULL
CR
CGT i

FOTO
GRTR
GRFR
MIFR
NLFR
PIFR

ISP?E

* Check if 3pe es clsng
from irmbe 100-metre station area
Check t species is eattinq from outside
100-metre station area.

Species lri Out*
AMTO
BCFFt
DULL
CH.Fl

..
V

CGIR
FOTO
GRIR
GRFR
MIFR
NLFR
PiFR I
SPPE /
iOFR _J

Check f sraclos is calIng
mm rstie 100-netra station area.
CheeR if soeces is eating horn OLt.sIde
I 00-rnetro station area.

Station UTM: L/Zi2

Habitat: (:

signature:
(Field Personnel)

Page 3 of______
(Proicet f1anagcr)

REV: LV[ar, 09

e

StaUon F UTM: L(

Habitat:

Water Present:

lOOm lOOm

Water Present:

lOOm lOOm

Form 003



1E(estn Outj
AMTO
BCFR
BULL
Cl-FR
CGIR
FOTO

.GRTR
GRrR
M(FR
NLFR
PIFR
SPPE V

Check if secins s cjtrino
from inside :00-metre station ama.
Check (species is caiting from outside

100-metre station area.

rj]esJn* Out9
.P4TQ
ECFR
BULL
CHFR
COIR

GRTR
GHFR
MtFR
NLFR
PFR
SPPE /

Check f apocios is culling
from inside 100—metro station area.
Check it species is outIng from outside
IUti-n’mre stasori siCa.

Signature: •i4jj_

I I
([:(J Personn13’ *

Pagel of____

Station UTM: F33f,5’

Habitat: c-iu. Co

Station UTM:

Habitat: / ccfr-i

Water Present:

lOOm lOOm

Water Present:

10Dm

signature:

10Dm

(Project Manager)

REV: Mar, 09 Form 003



Soecies n ouri
AMTO
BCFR
hliLL
CHFR I
CGIH
roto
GRTR

ICRFR
M1FR
‘JLFR
PIFR
SPPE v’

OR___

* Check 1 spcI ;s caIin
from node C)O-metre staon orea.
Chock 1 spec:es s coiiing from cjctsSdo
IOU-metre sttjon aree.

Station UTM: (Gj% 2.’

Habitat: ci

pecies In* Out,*
AMTC)
BCFR
I3ULL
CHFR
CGrR
FOTO

GU- R
MIFR
NLFR

SPPE /

Check .f ‘cios is log
rom od 100—n,etre clotion ores.
Chock 1 coecies Is ralilog from Ocnide

1 (JO—nero starlorl dICS.

Water Present: 2

lOOm lOOm

Station
r °33ji

UTM: L,2R7?

Habitat: jpck /
Water Present: t/’

lOOm

Signature: /L-Q_&a
I tri PersotiiI)

Page 5 oC .

., IaLu t C

I QOm

(Project Manager)

REV: Mar, 09 Form 003



LSoeces n
V’M10
6CR
BULL

CG[R
hOTO
GRTR
GRFR

INLhR
PIER

ISP?E s/

C)FR__

Che;k 1 5eCiCS S (NBifl9

horn ie lOO-riiefre station erea.
Check t secs is catting from ouls:de

100-metre elation area.

Station

i -g

UTM: ‘; ( 24

Habitat: ci.jnOer c-r.I’

recies. In Out’
AMTO
BCFR
BULL
CEFR
CGfR

GRTR
GRR
M(FR
NLFR

.PFR
SPPE L/

Check 1 sçecica is ceIlnq
nrom tie I0Gantre StOtion slea

(The if 3LCCiOS IS CSIitfl from ;)L.lS11

1)0-rrotre station area.

Water Present: ,\.j()

lOOm lOOm

Station VY’j UTM:

Habitat: SCiLo

Water Present: C’O

lOOm lOOm

Signature

______________________________

Sfnálure:

__________.

-....-

( 1e1d Personnel)

Page

_____

of’

______

(Project M anagel)

REV: Mar, 09 Form 003



[Species In Out
‘MiQ.
BCFR
BULL
CHFR /
CCFR
FOTO
CRTR
CRFR
MIFR
NLFk
iIFR

IspPe

Check if species s calir
Ircrn inside OO-metre ttion eros.
Check I species is csiIng froni oiLsde
lOO-rcelre slaUori area.

Station L UTM:___________

Habitat: — ri I

Tpcies In* Out9
AMTO
BCFR
BULL
(HFR

:CGIR
OTO

Rl- R
MIFR

SPPE

CLck ;f cccics is
rirorie 100—metre CtiliOr1 aura.

Chuck 1 ireciea caliirq !rum er:sicfts
1 ]0—’erro staisri a ad.

Station R

t1

UTM:___________

Habitat: ufliv

Water Present:

lOOm lOOm

Water Present:

lOOm

Si )ignaLtire;
lUcid Personnel) I Project Mirriger)

Page ot’_____ REV: Mar, 09

00 m

Form 003



Soecei1i it1

CFR
ULL
CHFR

ICGtR
oTo
.GRTR
GRFR
MFR

INLF-R
JPIFR
jSPPE
FR___

Cecl< J eccts s
Iro,n inside )Orneke station area.
Check f scecies is caking from outside

ICO-nietre station area.

Stafion

H

UTM:____________

Habitat: Tz’e Cd

Water Present:__________________

Species In Out
AMTO
3CFR
gULL
CHFR
ccr
FOFO
GRTR
GHF-R
MIFR
NLFR

SPPE V
Lv0R

Check f condos is celIng
rijm aside 1?O—metro station area,
c:hac ii ‘,LreCiGS is (OiIiIfl() from ott$jcto
100-metro station area,

ignature 1_\/1ritv’r)e 4T4t.w>
(Field Personnel)

Page oC
Proicet Manager)

REV: Mar, 09

lOOm lOOm

Station 7?-
C—’-

UTM: )9)3C/ ‘2

Habitat: W
Water Present:

lOOm
lOOm

Stgnature

Form 003



Stantec Consulting Ltd.

Guelph, Ontario, Canada Amphibian Call Survey

__________

Tel (519) 836 6050 Observation Form
Fax: (519) 836-2493tantec

_________________________________

Project Number 16 9 Oj(L Project Name: L-Jlik iv-J
Date A4 /

- / Z Field Personnel:

Temp: Wind: Cloud: PPT: _— PPTirtlast24hrs:Weather Conditions: r —
-

Visit Number:

Stan Time: - Q End Time:

. Record Start Time at Each Station

Süecies Our
AvITO

c?’CHFR
CC IR
OTO
GRTR
GRFR -.

MFR

PFR
sPpE
WOF

Cek 1 specins cai:tng
rrcn in lOOrpetre steton
Cik 1 srsces s carlirrq rcrn u1sde
)O-retre :tntion orea.

Quality Control: Chis ono is e irplete ) legible l_).
Signature:

reid I ersonnel
Page / of______

Signature:

l’roject Manager)

REV: Mar, 09

0
UTM: kt\

Station

4 Habitat:

Water Present:

lOOm lOOm

Form 003



SpecIes. ln Qur

AMTO
t3CFR
BULL
C[IFR

;CCTR
i OTO
GRTR

MFR
\LF R
FR
SpP
‘vOF-R

Crack 1 spec:es s calirig

frc>m inid 100-metre StCiIOfl area.

Check f apecres is calincj from oufsde

1 0-0—melre station area.

Soecles In Outj
AMTO
BCPR
BULL

cGrR
:oro
GRTR
GRFR
MIFR
NL&R
PFR
S°PE

a aIIrrg

‘torn rt;rde 100—metre station tree.

Cl’eck 1 apecres is ccrki,’q from outjde

)Q-r’tre at rron area,

o7116o
6

Station

e
UTM:

Habitat:/11lif. t-dt

Water Present:

I OOm

c_ c/2&

I COrn

Station
UTM:______

Habitat:

Water Present:

Freld Personnel) I Projee Manager)

Page (_of______ REV: Mar, 09

lOOm

Form 003



eces
;iTo
BCFR
FIIJLL
CHFR

!cGTR

GRTR
CRFR

jNLFR

SPPE
OFH_

Check if specIes iS cahinq
lrcm naide 1(10-metre station orea.
Check 4 3peCeS is caIn9 from outsidG
CO-metre station area.

pecies 1n Out”I
AMTO
8CFR
rnJLL
CHFR
CGFR
COTO
GRTR
IGFR
• MIFR
NLFR
PiFR
SPPE

Lot-R.
• deck f ocics is caI(ng

no-n aside 1 U0—n,elro station area.
Check ii epecies is ioI(rq from orisino

1 00-oem stminri so,

Station UTM:

Habitat:

Water Present:

lOOm lOOm

2/i
UTM:Station

r
sr

Habitat:M1li) LJ’clf,
Water Present: ( j’

vi

I OOm

S 1gn1ttit’e

(Field Personnel)

Page

____

oC 7
I1 lCLLL L C.

I OOm

I Project Manager)

REV: Mar, 09 Form 003



Soecies r düti

BGF
bULL
(CH.R,
GG t R
t-OTO
GRT
GRFR

j..
jPIFR
SPPE

C’reek 1 5pecios a milling

from 00-rnetre stCtion aloe.
Ctik t soecies is catting from outside

100-metre station nice.

fecies: Iij Out
AMro
BCFR
k3tJLL
CHF.t
CGIR
FOTO
GRTR
C,RtR
MFR
NLt-R

,PFR

LR

Check f scmcics a carlliirg
mm rimije 0—r’tr station area.
Clrrck if soecios a noting fror airs rt
tOO-mntrø 5ti3ior1 area.

Station
7E

UTM:__________

Habitat:
SCrci

Water Present:

lOOm 10Gm

35T3
Station

q i6m9
UTM:

Habitat:_Piteci rj&s

Water Present:________

Signature —

______________
________

CId Personnel)

Page

_____

of

______

lOOm
lOOm

(Project Manager)

REV: Mar, 09 Form 003



lee a outj
AMT()
I3CFR
E3ULL
CHFR
C(31R
•Fdtd
GRTR
CRFR
MIFR
NLFR
PIFR
SPPE

Check ii speci s cdIn
from rsj 100-metre stetien nrca.
Check speces Is cnirq from oulsde
00-metre station area.

Species tn Out9
AMTO
BCF R
(3ULL
CHFR
OCIR
OTo
GRTR
GfFR

• MIFR
NLf-R

IPFFt
SPPE

• Check f anodes is ceIIng
roie ineJi 100—i,etro fr,tion erea.
C bcrk Il o-c1 , I r p or ni. n’@

100—etro stareei oiea.

(f
Station

717L
UTM:_____

Habitat:’€ L1

Water Present:R:f

1 GOm 1 OOm

Station

I

(fflo2 r
UTM: (J’6’72

Habitat:

Water Present:

StgnatLire:

-

Page

_____ _____

Ignature;

I Projcct \innagcr)

REV: Mar, 09 Form 003



Lsoecies fn Qut
ro

fCFR

ChER.
CGfH
FOTO
GRTR
GRFR

1IfFR

FR
SP?E

Chek f ,pecioe is cohirg
from ind lf)OmeFe station area,
Check soeces is calling from ouLde

tCOmtre aation area.

[ecieS 1n Outj
MTO
HCFR
BULL
CHFR
lR
lr:oro
GRTR
c;RFR
MIFR
NLFR

,PFR
SPPE

Check t is call;nJ
rrom oasis fO-rnetroetatirjn
ChocS if soecies s catinr from si

ICO-orOtrO r,taoii area.

Station

?
UTM:__________

Habitat: -,-- (4f’/c

Water Present:

10Cm
I OOrn

Station

—7/

UTM:

s1

Habitat:___________ I

Water Present: ‘2’ J

Signature: sanm.
jEiiLLPcrsonncI

Page

_____

ol: /
(Pro cci Managcr)

REV: Mar, 09 FonTi 003



LSpecie: & Outj

IBCF
BULL

I0H.FR
CGFR
FOtO
GRTR
CRFR
\IIFR
‘JLFR
PIFR I
SPPE

Cheok if specs’s s cino
from nsde 100-metre stahon
Check :f spaces is cii orn

00-metre station area.

Species 1W OutS
AMTO
BCFR
SULL
CHFR
CGrR

i9TO
GRTR
GRFR
MIFR
NLFR

jPSFR
SPPF
i0t

• Check 4 ;pacios is calling
ioni inritcie 100—metro nOtion ores.
(1 rck ii jrni’ ml r t or I iCO

1 00—merio atariori died.

Project Malinger)

REV: Mar, 09

Station UTM:b2R

Habitat:(e11ct5
Water Present:

lOOm lOOm

Station IUTM:

Habit

______

Water Present:

I OOm

lgnature:

((told Personnel)

Page

____

ol 7

loOm

Form 003



Stantec Consulting Ltd.

i7 Guelp Ontario, Canada Amphibian Call Survey

_________

Tel (519) 836 6050 Observabon Form
SLant

Fax: (519) 836-2493

Project Number 10io Project Name:

Date ‘4Au) i’ ‘2_olc, Field Personnel: . I S’
- p: Wind: Cloud PPT: PPT in I 24 hrs:Weather Conditions: fr•

—- uw

Visit Number: 4- 3

Stan Time: 7 End Time: / 7
. Record Start Time at Each Station

oces Our

BCFR
BULL

ICHFR
CGR

GRTR
GRFR
MFR
‘ILFR
PIFR

‘SPPE

Cherk 1 sp6COs a cesnq
Lctn inside IQOrmdre sletion area.
Cinrk d apecas is celing frnm outscle
liXi-meire station area.

Quality Control: Ii• bri is coinplute I) & legible J.
Signature:

_—::_.-.

f eld Personnel)
Page 1

______

Signature:
l’roject Manager)

REV: Mar, 09 FonTi 003

c3
Station UTM:_________________

4 Habitat: (a\jr I I Lt

Water Present: ( ‘ \.



BCFR
BULL
CHFR
CSIR I

i-QTC)
GRTR
GRFR
MIFR
NLFR
PIFR
SPPE
WOFR

(ieck 1 peC;ES is calhng

from iacfra IGO•metre stakon area.

Check if spec as is Ca laB prom culside

1UO-!letre station area.

[oectes: 1n Out

AMTO c
CHFR
ccrR
ofo
GlTR
GRFR
MIFR

F’FR
SPPE

iccies is callinq

iOm u;cle ICO—matre $tetlori area.

Check it acecica i caBiq from itj

IJO-i’ore station area.

?1°t

Station

‘1’

or-fl
UTM:

Habitat: (i 1ct) -j .

Water Present:

//

1’Om
I COrn

Station
(JTM:___________

Habitat:O!*%1t1a->
j

(

Water Present:__________________

d Peisoamict)

Page

_____

of

______

lOOm
lOOm

I l’rojcct vlttnaer)

REV: Mar, 09 Form 003



1ci&sf1n ouri
•AMIO
FCFR
BULL
ChFR
CGTR
F0TO
GRTR
CRFR
‘IIFR

:\JLCR
PIFR
:3PP

hk 1 peces a cahn
frcrn naide iGO-nietre atatkn erea.
(‘heck 4 species a cadinq from outside
IOO-rrmelre station area.

ces 1n 0ut9
AMTO I
3

(HFR
:CCFR
1010
GRTR

MIFR
NLFR
I-’FR
SPP3
FR

Cfek .f eces a ;uIIng
rom in;U 100—metre StiiI!Ofl iea. /
Check ii soecies is :aIrq ‘rum awcV

1 00—eemi stason di ca.

Station UTM:

(7

3c’cr\

Habitat:_Jc(jhD1VVr0&5

Water Present:

lOOm lOOm

(rVc) \CkS

UTM:
-c1%

Station

R Habitat-’JCZ b,

Water Present:

/

lOOm

SJgnature
Personnel)

Page 7L—•0 cLJ_l

-, iua,ut c.

Prujec litager)

REV: Mar, 09 Form 003



Soecies rr Qut
ro

ULL
lCHH
CC) I R
f-OTO
GRTR
GRPR
MIFR
NLI-R
PIFR
SPPE
OFR__

Cherk if ;ecios s cohr!g

from inside1)mere stnlion 5-ca

Check ceces is cskng prom ouede
1OOmeIre strtion oreS.

Species Ir Out
AMTO
3CFR
3ULL
CHFR
COIR
ho FL)
CRTR
GRFR
MIFR
NLhR
PFR
SPPE
LIR

Check J snecios is olIiiij
rum ristUe 1flO—uuefre tOtion ares.
CIecic if scecues us caliinq from .r.sid

IOQ-r’re rularioui area,

Signature:

__________________

clii Personnel)

Page j of

______

(Proeet Manager)

REV: Mar, 09

UTM:_______________
Station

Habitadt4’) L—)ci1 j%-

lOOm
lOOm

Station

“4

, --c9’1
UTM:

Habitat: i
C Ni.AC cNU -

Water Present:

)

lOOm
lOOm

SfnitLure:

Form 003



LSecies in Out
/‘iro
BCFR
HULL
Ct-rFR
ccrR
FOTO

.GRTR

GRFR
MtFR
NLF-R

JPIFR
SPPE

IfrR
* Check 1 species is casing

from inside 100-metre station area.
Chack f aeec;eS is calling from oulde

1 00-metre station area.

Species r1 Out
AMTO
BCFR
BULL
CHFR

GRTR
(,RFR
MlFF
NLS-R

SPPE

___-

/
- Check t .sr-ocars is callIng

rom Lnsrrte I 00—rietre station area.
(.Theck if soeCieS is calling from xtst

l00-moiro tarori area.

StaUon

UTS

UTM:

Habitat: -t2è) fe>1 cc-k

Water Present:

lGOm 10Gm

Station

-

UTM:

Habitat:
-“rA.c

Water Present:___________________

Stgnature
(Field Personnel)

Page ç of_____
(Project Manager)

REV: Mar, 09 Form 003



[pecitn Outi
SMTO
RCFR
BULL
CIFR
CGrR
FOTO
GRTR
CRFR
MIFR
jLR
PIFR

SPPE
[OH

Chsck if species s caIin
horn inside rOU-mefre stadon oma.
Chock f spec as is cing from outsde
i)D—,rialre stetion area.

‘pecfes a’ Out
AMTO
BCPR
L3IJLL
CHFR
OGIR
FOTO
GRTR

MIFR
INLFR

Clack .f pocios is uiltng
nm cede 100—netro Olion area.

Chock if species is raliirq From cside
1 GU—msiro station atea.

Station

C-
UTM:

Habitat: &-tQ.’H ‘—cv &J

Water Present:

1 QOm lOOm

Station UTM:

HabitatJftCAOl

Water Present:__________________

I COrn

Signature:

I COrn

Projcct \larugcr)

REV: Mar, 09Page Form 003



ISpectesln Out’

AMTO
3CFR
BUll

CGTR
FOTO
GRTR
CRFR
‘II FR
NLFR

ISPPE

Check ii species s citsne
from inside ?OO-mtre stetion area.

Check 4 epeces is csiinq from outs;de
ISO-metre station area.

ipecies tr, Our
AMTO
BCFR
(lULL
5HFR
CC FR
mm
GRTR
GH$R
MIFR
NLFR

IP!FR

Cleck f scacies is caII(rig
mom nsJ 100—metro mtion mirea.
Check 4 species is metiirq rum o’sictie

1 00—metro station dra.

lOOm

Signature:

(Lie Personnel)

Page

_____

ot’

______

Project Menager)

REV: Mar, 09

CRC &&ljO

-i/’1 A

q-L (b
Station UTM:

Habitat: I

Water Present:

lOOm lOOm

Station

HI

ignature:

0Gm
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Stantec Consulting Ltd.

Guelp Ontailo, Canada Amphibian Call Survey

__________

Tel:(519)836-6050 Observation Form
Fax: (519) 836-2493

•antec

___________________________________

Project Number 1 (t2Pt (O 9‘ Project Name: LOL +E_ .

Date — Field Personnel:

Temp: Wind: Cloud: PPT: PPT in last 24 irs:Weather Conditions:
I s— rkcLç

Visit Number: 9.
Start Time:

‘3 End Time:

. Record Start Time at Each Station

Soecies 1n Outj
AuTO
CF1
ULL
ChFA. - -

cG IIt
OTO
RTR
GRFR
\i(FR
-tLFR

IPIFR
SPPE 1 -.

)C)FR

Cneek if ,pecicss s calng
[rem inside 100n’etre sintion area.
Cheek [ epeeieS is cair’q ini Ootscie
[[(i-metre ;[tion area.

2C)S2

Station UTM: P4ki

Habitat: Crc I Fd4

Quality Coturol: This thrm is 3omplcte ) & legible I ).
Signature: ‘ hi

Held Personnel)
Page \ of

Signature:
(Project Manager)

REV: Mar, 09

Water Present: LI e

lOOm
10Gm

Form 003



3pecIei1?* Out
AMTQ
.CFR
BUtL

CGTR
10T0
GRTR

GRFR
MFR
NLFR
rIFR
SPPE
WOF-R

Ctck 1 specos s CalilOg

‘ram inairte 100 metre station ama.

Check :f speues is celinc; 1mm oulSde

100-metre station area,

Station

iT (233t,c1
UTM:

Habitat:’,

SQecies 1n Outj
AMTO
BClR
8ULL
CHFR
CGIR
roro

GTR /
MIFR
tILER
PtFR
SPPE

WOIR

Check srrocios ie calkag

‘rem irnide j00-mtitor station area,

CI’eck 1 specirs Ic caRrrr horn malaria

I 00-”etrc sia:Jon tree.

Water Present: ,.:

lOOm
10Gm

1’iTo 3ra
Station cç UTM:

Habitat: /
Water Present: L ‘‘ (

L’1

10Dm
if. —

S. I 1Y>r ‘:__- ‘

I (Field Persoirnel)

Page o of”

10Gm

I l’r’ojet Manager)

REV: Mar, 09 Form 003



‘len’ Out!
AMTt)
FCFR
BULL
CHFR

.CGIR
FOTO
GRTR

—

‘flFR
NLFR

pRE

Check (specie 3 cdrrq
frcrn nside OOme(re 3tatiOn cr03.
Check if speces is cc10q from outsde
ICO-crefre staUon erea.

jecies Iris Out9
PMXQ
BCFR
BULL
CHFR
CCFR
roTc
GRTR ‘/

MIFR
I NLbR
PiFR

:SPP_
[vo1R

C1,ck •f cecios is ciIlng
roi iisid 1IJO—i Cr€ srIion urea.

Check if species is rulhpq hor.i cc;mcie

1 OU-ivero steupri disC.

Stnature: : czYtr(JjJ -

lUcid Personnel)

Page ot’ 8

Station H
0 3 -‘

UTM:i

Habitat: J

Station L
1cT-c,

UTM:

Habitat: —rk

Water Present:

‘p

lOOm lOOm

2/; 29-

Water Present:

lOOm 0Gm

(Proj tM niicr)
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Seecies in )ut

BCFR
!1JLL
CHFR
COTR
F-OTO

:GRTR I
GRFR
M1FR

IRLFR
PIFR

JSPPE

Cheek it ec’es .s coRng
Irorn ir.de iO()-rnetre Station area
Check 1 aces is calling irorn outside

tOO-metre mallen area.

Station UTM:

Habitat: ‘

Species ln Out*

AMTO
8CFR
I3ULL
CHFR
CGIR
QfQ
GRTR /
,R FR
1IFR
NLFR
PiER

jSPPE v I[yiorR / _J
Check f credos is (411mg
ron nrIUe 1 OO—Ietro St;ltin mers
CFeck if cicecie is r sag from mAcida

lflO-n’mro stn:ion area.

Water Present:

10Cm lOOm

Station C UTM: L.f zL

Habitat: ,

Water Present:

_______

lOOm

S ignoture: S4 tjjj• SftiäTtfi

(Field Personnel)

Page of ‘6’

100 m

fl’rocct MInager)

REV: Mar, 09 Form 003



ISpecies:1n Qutj
AMTO

IBCFR
BULL
CHFR
CGIR
OTO
GRTR

.CRFR
fiiFR
NLFR
IFR

Check 1 species 3 coBir
from inside 100-metre 3tlion area.
Check 1 species is caif eq froynoutsda

1 00-metre station area.

Species In’ 0ut1
AMTO
BCFR
BULL
CHFR
CUR
QTO
GRTR f
GBFR

• MIFR
NLFR I

P1FR I
SPP

Check •f pecios is calisig
rnm reecie 100—n,etra station area.
(;heck it SPCC1CS is Isi If ira.j (rare osj.p

1 00 sIre stasori drea.

signatLire: L
1 old Personnel)

Page D ot’

Station ::?

r-
UTM:____________

Habitat:_At* (iLui

Station P UTM: Lf(z

Habitat: L.

Water Present:

lOOm lOOm

Water Present:

lOOm

3 ZI I CILII L C

lOOm

(Project Manager)
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LSoecietr Eit9

•BCFR
lULL

ICHFR
COIR
-CTO
GRTR
r3RFR
M1FR
ILFR
IPIFR
SP?E

Cheuk if peccis is cnthng

from oddo 00-metre stCtion arm3.
Check if s ecies is calling from outside

100-metre station nea.

ISpectes. Ifl* 0ut1
AMTO Sf
I3CFR
I3ULL
CHFR
CG1R
oro
GRTR

MIFR I

NLI-R
II-OFR
jSPPE
OFR _J

Ci-eck 1 srmcics seeing
from inside 100—metro stnlic,n ares.

(;hecic 1 ‘species s cnliinq trots )etici9
100-mitre 5tstion sties,

TO39 3’*
UTM:______________

Habitat: E c( / -(

Water Present:

Station
1TD3y

UTM:_______

Habitat: ‘
:

Water Present: -i’ eS

loam I OOm

Station S

Hqi

lOOm
lOOm

SignaLure:
(Field Personnel)

/Page of
(Project M Itnager)

REV: Mar, 09 Form 003



T&In ouri
AMTO
BCFR
tULL
GFFF

FOtO
GRTR i
CRFR
‘itFR

‘‘
PIFR

ISPPE
OFR___

C’sck 1 DCI 3 cdlir
frcm nside iOt)-instre station area.
Chock 1 speoss (S ceiinq from outsde
t)O-rnetre station area.

Station
l6 TO19

UTM: L4 -

Habitat: 4-):xxE;- )Y1P

LPcies Ir OuV
PTO
8CFR
I3IJLL
CHFR
OC1R

GRTR

MIFR
NLFR

ul.,FR
SPPE / I

Check f scocios is cilting
ron insde 1CO—setra sti(tioo eraS.
(Thck ii cuecies is coli(oq tror’i ot

1 C(U—°nsIo stauori .aa.

Station

[El

7 1i 3LfIL1

UTM: ‘4 +

Habitat: Lir t’? Y’

Water Present: Lç
cj

lOOm lOOm

Water Present:

I flOrn

Signature:
IicId Personnel) Prujeci ‘linnger)

Page ot f REV: Mar, 09

I OOm

Form 003



Soecies n Qut’

CFR
ULL

ICHFR
CGIR
hOTO
GRTR
c3RFR
•UFR

INLFR
PIFR
SPPE J

(Ciek ii ;pecios is c’ilrc
Irom lOO-roere shition stsa.

“Check 1 soeces is calling from ulside
CO-metre s[nlinn ired

tSpecies. r1 Out
AMTO
I3CFR
OULL
CHF.
CGIR
FOFO
GRTR

MIF
NLf R
FR -.

SPPE

Check f mrscies is cut Ing
iim n’iiJe 1t)O—rstre SUflinn srua.
ClOck if sceCos is atir,j roin OLi.Sldi’.

ICO-nctro stocon erea.

Station UTM:
L

Habitat:

Stgnature: L(A/o

Page __2-’ of
cld Prsunnd) Pro j2ct i\tanagcr)

REV: Mar, 09

2:7 cs Station

j .1 1 1

UTM:
r

Habitat: k> I Ikr’r

Water Present:

lOOm
lOOm

t_€ ,‘/t/ Water Present:

lOOm
lOOm
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I&O901t

-Si ( 91oW

V LLf. ,

UTM:] ( 5-S0
A 1_._

Habitat: —‘c4

Water Present:__________________

[Jes5i
AM ()

3ULL
)HFT

OTO

CR
IM:FR
NLR

;O.;r Icfl.i%a.

(l 1&lf\ -It3fAiu

2-MM

CAC

6o’ 1:

Station

71Vo
—

3;J L
CF

— COR

1—iw\c: .

c) i
-I

pr

lOOm lOOm

UT1cidt,

UTM:Station

c Habitat: jLc\ . jU s

Water Present:

signature:.
Fidd Personnd)

Page

_____

of

______

J L.,LIULtL¼...

I OOm

(Protect Manager)
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P

,.

n r- .3

(Project Manager)

REV: Mar, 09

UTM: t1N4
Habitat: tc’e 1 )S

44

cl
Water Present:

L3 N

___

I flOm

,,(..

.0

. I},r,)r

3fl f**

I OOrn

c__i
Station UTM:______________

Habitat: L&k1,ed S,_cjr
Water Present:

ina1ure

Page

_______

ç(eId Personnel)
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L

H

-

•“3’(

‘2COS (irg (‘urn u(

1’O Th-(”o ,,Mrn

CRcL is(
UTM:___________

Habitat:_____

AMTC)
(3CF
3ULL

HF

NLR

SPRE
;OFR

(3— (‘(r:: s:fla)n

133
Station

U
Water Present:

\J

lOOm lOOm

Station

4i4c4
UTM:_________

Habitat: \&f ‘frkc. tt

Water Present:

signature: - I,—-— Jiglialule.

Puge

_________

( Project 4anager)

REV: Mar, 09 Form 003



up I
L_ _____J

c’ r’’ , ‘0

‘ U 6 ‘• 0

urqo’nu ‘(c
0’’

or

I’- •

• •-o r
I ----, s ‘-i’ ;V5 ‘ft

— )—‘‘ ••‘<‘

Page

_______

of
(Field Personnel)

rr
UTM:

i

3tatoi

L

() Y23
UTM:_____

Habitat:1€’k/( 7w’cl L_’ti)c1•

Water Present:4fS

lOOm lOOm

Station

Habitat:4f1il&11

Water Present: S

ignature:
(Piojeet Manager)

REV: Mar, 09 Form 003



Stantec Consulting Ltd.
70-1 Southgate Drive -

Guelph, Ontario, Canada Amphibian Call Survey
. Tel: (51 9) 836-6050

Observation Form

stantec
Fax: (519) 836-2493

Project Number___________________________ Project Name: PQ..\
Date )_() ‘O

Field Personnel: .
I-I-c) c\k

• Temp: Wind: Cloud: PPT: PPT in last 24 hrs:
Weather Conditions: - 2 ‘y

pE SJ(cA?-\ fcni\-)

Visit Number: \ /

Start Time: End Time:

• Record Start Time at Each Station

1cs 0* Out
HTO
bC’ P

CTR

Sf

. k r -p e:
from oe 1O me’r ,f it Or or -o

- c-n’k rpr fo b of 9 from ut—’dpj W, f c :aoo

Quality Control: Tbi&.cei mplete (_) & legibl (_).

Signature:
Id Personnel)

Page - of

______

Signature:
(Project Manager)

REV: Mar, 09 Form 003

Station

A
UTM:

Habitat:U& .

Water Present:
‘I

lOOm lOOm



ciest
AMTO

‘2i1
(

rflIO

MFR
M rf?
PB-F?

I s
Ioi 1SK33 100 r’eBe stat or 503?

-f ec es s ceihrj ‘rrr cuB-idr
0?, 3,?et’3’ :t Ofl av’S

[es n’olri
AIIT()
BC F’
BILL

RT()
C,RTR

F?

P PB

W P
L

______________

50”Ck.

1Gm 1 ce 1 ‘0 ‘:rs a-mi ‘s--
oee as .; ,Irij from o s,de

tOo (Ore Osfom area

UTM:__
Station

Habitat: /“h’& SL—r,O
Water Present:

I OUm lOOm

Station

iP,O C-

C

Habitat:(rL/C1 L—icdj, O€A

Water Present: s

lOOm

-

I’ Personnel)

Page

_____

of

______

‘ OOm

(Project Manager)

REV: Mar, 09 Form 003



BcFr
iLL

CR

-O1)
GRTr

AF-’.

P1-
pPr
WO R

r .cs

f of e LO nefre ,LOon
‘C u: sDecfos s hr efl
100 ‘iIo toi

ThiZOJ9

3ULL
CHFR

OTO
‘CJ?
RR

NL- R
ip -i

.

1 0 m :ro LA n
)DG-;,BIr

0 o ta:o’

S6

UTM:__Station

C

ri
Habitat: i2-y Ci,

Water Present:_____

lOOm lOOm

Station UTM:

Habitat:_____________________

Water Present:

lOOm lOOm



Li

eIi OuU
AM•iO
1BcFR
JLL
CFIFR

kGTR
FOrt)

IGRTR
ORFR
MFR
NFR
PFR
SPPB
WOFR

Check f secea s ceUfrrq
from rore ICC metre staten area
Check f rsec:crs a cathrI9 horn ootfrde
.1CC-metre Oaken area.

2o

BULL
CHFR
CGTR
FOTO
CRIB

GRFR

NLFR
P1FR
SPPE

I’VOFR
Check F weces a
tree rFFde ICO-matat cOlOn area.
Check F cparres or r9 Item ctrta
Oj—rnUt, strOon tree.

Station UTM:_____

I-Thitt

Water Present:

I OOm lOOm

(
Station

0
UTM:

Habitat: L/ i
Water Present: (/ \

I,

I OOm I OOm



ipeces ri Out

BCFR
f3U1 L

c r

O lo

fr R

PIiR
SPPE
:j1 P

* çTheck s o41
I n 4 OU rfl,trp Stit(fl

oec I spoces rs rPr9 from ULt p
01 r’eoo sdt’o oa

(3Q*r\\j
(RTP
GPFR

pp

oco

‘
— from r4e IJ m 4 t on area

— k S ark 1 Sw; wm

SO mn 0 pa

(‘*
J\’

UTM:

Habitat: LJ’ QA(

Station

Water Present: J.JQ

\r

lOOm lOOm

Station

/IA
UTM:

Habitat: 51b I
Water Present: -sJ2 J

lOOm lOOm

signature: —: 1giitTJi&
ield Personnel)

Page

_____

of

______

(Project Manager)
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MfO

(BULL
CHFR

CRTR

M1FR
NLFR
PiFB
OPPE
WOFR

Check if species is caflircj
from irmkle 100-metre siCtioS area.

C Pm f no ckhrlq Ion ouf.
ihomlatre elation area.

[pecicsnOJi9

BULL
CHFR

GRFR
MtFR
NLPR
P t-
isP
LWOFR

Cosek if enemas is Dalog
from insOle 100—roche station ares,
Check f species a cellino from oetside
lOB-metro station area.

UTM:________

Habitat: )Lc. 1-t +
Station

C—
Water Present: 5

lOOm lOOm

CI

Station UTM:

(et. C )4i (cI
Water Present:

jiO’\

lOOm lOOm

signature:
- (Bie Personnel)

Page

_____

of

______

(Project Manager)

REV: Mar, 09 Form 003



•,
;‘- Stantec Consulting Ltd.

Guelph Ontano Canada Amphibian Call Survey

Tel: (519) 836-6050
Observation Form

Fax: (519) 836-2493
Stantec

Project Number Project Name: LJ

Date - c) la, Field Personnel: 2 Ijt tcjç

Temp: Wind: I Cloud: PPT: PPTinlast24hrs:
Weather Conditions: 7 ç) ç 7_4. :2_qU)(g

Visit Number:

Start Time: I End Time:

. Record Start Time at Each Station

SIn*Out
AMTO
BCFR
BULL
CHFR
CGTR
FOTO
GRTR
GRFR
MlFR
NLFR

jPIFR
IspPE
OFR___
* Check if species is CCJSO9

from ñçg 100-metre station ama.
Check if species is calling from Oufsce
100-metre station area.

Quality Control:

Signature: — Signature:
(Fjotd Personnel)

Page / of 4—-y
(Proj cct Manager)

REV: Mar, 09

Station

U
UTM:

Habitat:

Water Present:

I OOm lOOm

Form 003



peciei n Out
AMTO
jcFR.
I BULL
CHFR
CGTR
FOTO
GRTR
GRFR
MIFR
NLf-R
PIFR
SPPE

OR

Check if species 5 caifl
from oside 100metre station area.
Chock if species a caflinp from outside
100-metre station area.

Species n* Out
AMTO
8CFR
BULL
CHFR
CGTR
FOTO
GRTR
GRFR
MIFR
NLFR
PiFR
SPPE

Check if scies is cating
from inside 100-metro station area.
Check if soecies is caIlirq from outside
100-metre station area.

Station
UTM:

Habitat:

Water Present:

lOOm lOOm

UTM:

Habitat:

Station

Water Present:

I OOm

(Ficjd Personnel)

Page Zof ‘

I OOm

(Project Manager)

REV: Mar, 09 Form 003



nOut**
AMTO
BCF1
BULL
CHFR
CC r R
FQTO
GRTR
CRFR
MLFR

Check if species IS COtifl9

from ioki 100-metre station ama.
Check if species is calling from outde
100-metre sttlon area.

ecies r1 Out”l
AMTO
BCFR
BULL
CHFR
CGTR
FOTO
GRTR
GRFR
MIFR
NLFR
P’FR

-

Cheek f species is calling
from inle 100-metre station area.
Check if soecias is calling from oofne
100-metro station area.

Station UTM:

Habitat:

Water Present:

lOOm lOOm

Station

I1

UTM:

Habitat:

Water Present:___________________

lOOm lOOm

Signature:

__________________________________

Signature:

(I (Fjd Pcrsonnc)

Page Tof 2

(Project Manager)

REV: Mar, 09 Form 003



jSecies ln Out*w

(. ‘- Station UTM:
BULL

Habitat:
FOTO
GRTR
GRFR
MIFR
NLFR
PIFR
SPPE
WOF-R

* Check if species is calling
from inside 100-metre sltion area.
Check ii species is calling from osid?
100-metre station ores.

pgjes ln Qut*
AMTO
BCFR
BULL
CHFR
CGTR
FOb
GRTR
GRFR
MIFR
NLFR
PIFR
SPPE I
FJ

Check f species is calling
from inside 100-metre Uiticn area.
Check if species is calling from oulsida

l00-metr station area.

Water Present:

I 0Cm I 0Cm

UTM:Station

f2% Habitat:__________________

Water Present:

Signature:
Pcrsonncl)

10Cm

(Project Manager)

REV: Mar, 09 Form 003



UTM:

I’ —R

‘i

—

signature:

Station

(Project Manager)

REV: Mar, 09

S ta ton

4/I Li
2r

SPPE

frmrsde (;()iers siton,oa.
3 ‘qIur

iOO-mtro stat a3ea,

Habitat:_____

Water Present:

lOOm lOOm

UTM:

Habitat:_____

Water Present:

_) I3LIuLutc.

/ ield Personnel)

Page
?

of

______

Form 003



PPE

U-et s:
k t (C jTl do

)U

0u19

zLLL I

,1R

c ;;:-,

•l’._’t•Oi, r
•1 —

—

3 a ti on UTM:___

Habitat:_____

Water Present:

lOOm lOOm

3ta UTM:_______

Habitat:

Water Present:___________

igiiature

ioId Personnel) (Project Manager)

Page

_____

of (--‘ REV: Mar, 09 Form 003



Stantec Consulting Ltd.

Guelp[ Ontaño, Canada Amphibian Call Survey

__________

Tel: (519) 836-6050 Observation Form
Fax: (519) 836-2493Stantec

___________________________________

Project Number Project Name:

Date J—j Field Personnel: ‘? I LL
Temp: Wind: Cloud: PPT: PPT in last 24 hrs:Weather Conditions: cz—

Visit Number:

Start Time: 7 1 ( End Time:

• Record Start Time at Each Station

31

BCFR
ULL
CHFR

‘rOTO
GRTR
GHFR

P1 FR
SPPE

esck 1 :,pec(OS 5 Cilfl(j
(rem inside OQroetre station area.

P soeces is catinq (rem ai.jlsUe
1)0-metre -rtation area.

Quality Control: Fhisjjjs..es,iplere (
Signature: - Signature:

—)+jiekl Personnel)
Page ‘ of //

(Project Manager)

REV: Mar, 09

0

Station

A
UTM:

Habitat:

Water Present:

lOOm lOOm

Form 003



Species: Qur

AMTQ
I3CFR

OTO
GRTR
GRR
MFR
NLFR
PFR
SPPE
WOF-R

— Cheek J pecos s ciiq

‘rom irr3jd iDOuietre stauoi orea.

Check 1 peoes is ca:hnq from QutSi

100-metre stetion erea.

Seecies 1n Outj

AMTC)
BCt-R
Et!JLL
CHFR
OCIR
oro
GRTR
CR1- Fl
MIFR
FILER
PFFR
SPPE

Check J wcies is cIIeig

corn mede 00-metre tatior area.

Cf’ec, 1 specvjs a c:flmq from tjri.e

hJ0-i’etr ata:ion area.

?3)

UTM:
Station

Habitat:

Water Present:

lOOm
lOOm

Station

13

UTM:

Habitat:

Water Present:___________________

lOOm

q:fj Personnel)

Page-\ of J

I GOm

Project Munaer)

REV: Mar, 09 Form 003
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—

:- ,:t ‘n
Iir’ u

(‘1) ii l. c tiu

ZZiT
CF

Station

C
UTM:___

Habitat:_____

Water Present:

WOrn lOOm

Station UTM:

Habitat:

Water Present:

OQrn

1gnature:

eId Pei-sonnel)

of_____Page
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F_____________
Stantec Consulting

Ltd.

70-lSouthgate Blanding’s Turtle Habitat
‘4 . Assessment Form

Stantec uepit, %.JnLarlo,

Canada
NIG 4P5
Tel: (519) 836-6050
Fax:_(519)_836-2493

_____________________________________________

Project Number Project Names

_____________________________________

Date I Start and Finish Time: Fied PersQnnel:

nr c)

Weather Temp: Wind: Cloud: PPT: PPT in last

Conditions: 3’ 2hrs:

Wetland # - (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial photo).
GPS values (NAP 83): Easting_______________

Northing_______________

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles Page 1
1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions) _)Q ‘-

2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat 0
3. Density of potential Basking Sites

a. Logs and other coarse woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)
10 /k(4

b. Clumps of herbacéous vegetation which form “platforms” at or near water level
(apx # per ha) ( / k

i. Describe other aparently suitable basking sites if present:

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of aquatic habitat

(t)& Ad ) UC

____

4. Abundance f tadpoles (j3rey in aquatic habitat (high, moderate, low)

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions O7
6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and

fieldwork).

7. Estimated distance to nearest road (m):

_____________________

8. Estimated traffic usage on nearestr9a’d.
a. Low (< 1 car.hr): V
b. Low moderate (ito 10 cars/hr):

___________________

c. High moderate (11 to 60 cars/br):

_____________________

d. High (>60 cars/br):

_________________________

9. % Tree cover within wetland and dominant species:



10. % Shru cover within wetland and dominant species:
L c2’,.T

Evidence of disturbance in aquatic habitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/no):

__________________

2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, moderate, low):
f’

3. Amount of garbage along shoreline (high, moderate, low):

4. Removal/disturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):

5. RemovalJdisturbancef shoreline vegetation (yes/no):

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no): /11/,
7. If boat landing is present, estimate frequency of use based on facilities present:

8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discarded fishing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low):

__________________________________________________

9. Ability to view potential turtle habitat (high, moderate, low):
H;rLi

10. If visibility is low descrilIe why this is (e.g. dense shrub cover in much of wetland;
observation limited to 1 point, etc.)

Blanding’s turtle Distance/ Behaviour Comments / Other species observations
Seen? Direction

LJc L Ni
-

r crF cyc.
Nesting Habitat Suitabifity L .*.

1. Are areas which are sparsely vegetated and sunlit present (yes/no)

(If yes, indicate position of sparsely vegetated areas on aerial photo.)
2. Estimate % of potential nesting habitat within the overlapping ELC communities

(e.g. 5% of CUM community contains potential nesting habitat.

3. Estimate distance (m) to nearest suitable aquatic habitat.

4. Describe any signs of nesting) e.g. tracks, old shells).

5. Evaluate potential for flooding in potential nesting habitat.



Wetland #__________________ (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial
photo).

GPS values (NAD 83): Easting_______________
Northing_______________

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles
1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions) jf 4—.. 1X) . J.p loui fS_
2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat 0. . -L \O P
3. Density of potential Basking Sites

a. Logs and other coarse woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)
/(‘r..

b. Clumps ot herbaceous vegeta”tion which form “platforms” at or near water level
(apx#perha)

________________________

i. Describe other apparently suitable basking sites if present:

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of aquatic habitat

H111c?

4. Abundance of tadpoles (prey) in aquatic habitat (high, moderate, low)
—

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions 9(
6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and

fieldwork).

7. Estimated distance to nearest road (m):

_____________________

8. Estimated traffic usage on nearest road.
a. Low

(<
1 car.hr):

__________________

b. Low moderate (1 to 10 cars/hr):

___________________

c. High moderate (11 to 60 cars/br):

_____________________

d. High (>60 cars/br):

_________________________

9. % Tree cover within wetland and dominant species:
(OZ DJ.A4 ¶C c (A

10. % Shrub cover within wetland and dominant spcies:

Evidence of disturbance in quatic habitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/no): ()
2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, moderate, low):

f\)
.

3. Amount of garbage along shoreline (high, moderate, low):

4. Removal/disturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):

5. Removal/disturbance of shoreline vegetation (yes/no):
I s

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no):

______________________________________

7. If boat landing is present, estimate frequency of use based on facilities present:



8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discarded fishing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low): IL’

9. Ability to view potential turtle habitat (high, moderate, low):
-

10. If visibility is low describe why this is (e.g. dense shrub cover in much of wetland;
observation limited to 1 point, etc.)

4 (L)t€T

Blanding’ s — Distance! Behaviour Comments / Other species observations
turtle Direction
Seen?

ft)Q

d -
tpFL. LcJ-

Nesting Habitat Suitabffity pLj ) e

1. Are areas which are sparsely vegetated and sunlit present (yes/no)

a. (If yes, indicate position of sparsely vegetated areas on aerial photo.)
2. Estimate % of potential nesting habitat within the overlapping ELC communities

(e.g. 5% of CUM community contains potential nesting habitat.

3. Estimate distance (m) to nearest suitable aquatic habitat.

4. Describe any signs of nesting) e.g. tracks, old shells).

5. Evaluate potential for flooding in potential nesting habitat.



Wetland # I (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial photo).
GPS values (NAD 83): Easting_______________

Northing_____________

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles
1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions) S.,, c Vt “

2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat ç) ‘2 c’’
3. Density of potential Basking Sites

a. Logs and other coarse woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)

b. Clumps of herbaceous veetation which form “platforms” at or near water level
(apx # per ha) ao /

i. Describe other apparently suitable basking sites if present:

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of aquatic habitat

‘il 4oç PLk ‘G’u. ,e, s,A-L riJ

4. Abundance of tadpoles (prey) in aquatic habitat (high, moderate, low)

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions

_____________

6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and
fieldwork).

7.

_________________
_________________

8.

__________________
__________________

9. Estimated distance to nearest road (m):
10. Estimated traffic usage on nearest road.

a. Low

(<

1 car.hr):

___________________

b. Low moderate (1 to 10 cars/br):

___________________

c. High moderate (11 to 60 cars/br):

_____________________

d. High (>60 cars/br):

_________________________

11. % Tree cover within wetland ad dominant species:
c)

12. % Shrub cover within wetland and dominant species:
¶7 ii; •:‘ 1 H (L1 C’

Evidence of disturbance in aquatic habitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/no): AJ
2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, moderate, low):

3. Amount of garbage alg shoreline (high, moderate, low):
d

4. Removal/disturbnce of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):
I

5. Removal/disturbance of shoreline vegetation (yes/no):

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no): !i
7. If boat landing is present, estimate frequency of use based on facilities present:



8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discarded fishing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low): fJ

9. Ability to view potential turtle habitat (high, moderate, low):

10. If visibility is low destribe why this is (e.g. dense shrub cover in much of wetland;
observation limited to 1 point, etc.)

Blanding’s — Distance! Behaviour Comments! Other species observations
turtle Direction
Seen?

j()

-r ‘.. \ou \J . c,I’ctr Jo
NestingHabitatSuitabffity

1. Are areas which are sparsely vegetated and sunlit present (yes!no)

a. (If yes, indicate position of sparsely vegetated areas on aerial photo.)
2. Estimate % of potential nesting habitat within the overlapping ELC communities

(e.g. 5% of CUM community contains potential nesting habitat.

3. Estimate distance (m) to nearest suitable aquatic habitat.

4. Describe any signs of nesting) e.g. tracks, old shells).

5. Evaluate potential for flooding in potential nesting habitat.



Wetland # (3 (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial photo).
GPS values (NAD 83): Easting_______________

Northing____________

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles
1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions) 3 \\ CA-

2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat ) ‘r.
3. Density of potential Basking Sites

a. Logs and other coarse wooiy vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)
k,’g ( < A

b. Clu4nps of herbaceoud vegetation whiph..Qrm “platforms” at or near water level
(apx # per ha) (‘ 2 0 / k)

i. Describe other pparently sititable basking sites if present:

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of aquatic habitat

c\L? .okc
4. Abundance of tadpoles (prey) in aquatic habitat (high, moderate, low)

rvj’&.
5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions -< !O7. (
6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and

fieldwork).
7.

________________ ________________

8.

__________________ __________________

9. Estimated distance to nearest road (m):
10. Estimated traffic usage on nearest ioad.

a. Low (< 1 car.hr):

____________________

b. Low moderate (ito 10 cars/hr):

__________________

c. High moderate (ii to 60 cars/hr):

_____________________

d. High (>60 cars/br):

_________________________

ii. % Tree cover within wetland and dominant species:
5L (5•\

12. % Shrub cover within wetland and dominant species:
— ‘Q.’ °

Evidence of disturbance in aquatic habitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/no): C\’
2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, moderate, low):

3. Amount of garbage along shoreline (high, moderate, low):

4. Removal/disturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):

5. Removal/disturbance of shoreline vegetation (yes/no):

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no):

______________________________________

7. If boat landing is present, estimate frequency of use based on facilities present:



8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discarded fishing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low):

9. Ability to view potential turtle habitat (high, moderate, low):
/1 -

10. If visibility is low describe why this is (e.g. dense shrub cover in much of wetland;
observation limited to 1 point, etc.)

[J.4 h Of’e4r (7lAe 4. ct2’St’ VIir1-’ (up

Blanding’s — Distance! Behaviour Comments! Other species observations
turtle Direction
Seen?

/1!

// 7j) 1s svJTc Wc- dQp i1le IwcI 714j
Nesting Iabitat Suitability ) 7

1. Are areas which are sparsely vegetated and sunlit present (yes!no)

2. (If yes, indicate position of sparsely vegetated areas on aerial photo.)
3. Estimate % of potential nesting habitat within the overlapping ELC communities

(e.g. 5% of CUM community contains potential nesting habitat.

4. Estimate distance (m) to nearest suitable aquatic habitat.

5. Describe any signs of nesting) e.g. tracks, old shells).

6. Evaluate potential for flooding in potential nesting habitat.



Stantec Consulting
, Ltd.

70-lSouthgate Blanding’s Turtle Habitat
. I Assessment Form

Stantec ueIpII, jnLarIo,

Canada
NIG 4P5
Tel: (519) 836-6050
Fax:_(519)_836-2493

Project Number Project Name:
//Ooc9) £--‘/7’e ,)eS

Date I Start and Finish Time: FiejPersonneI:
/jpr 6

Weather Temp: Wind: Cloud: PPT: PPT in last

Conditions: 241,rs.

Turbine #

_________________

Wetland #_________________ (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial photo).
GPS values (NAD 83): Easting_______________

Northing_____________
Page I 1

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles ,.

1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions) ,,
.‘- j.,

2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat . ,

3. Density of potential Basking Sites
a. Logs and ot1er coarse woo4ly vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)

3/)
b. Clumps of herbaceous vegetation which fQrm’platforms” at or near water level

(apx # per ha) c ( c) /()
i. Describe other apparently suitabfe basking sites if present:

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of aquatic habitat

1 r

4. Abundance of tado1es (rey) in aquatic habitat (high, moderate, low)

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions
6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and

fieldwork).

7. Estimated distance to nearest road (m):

_____________________

8. Estimated traffic usage on nearest ro9d.
a. Low (< 1 car.hr): V
b. Low moderate (ito 10 cars/br):

__________________

c. High moderate (ii to 60 cars/br):

_____________________

d. High (>60 cars/br):

_________________________

9. % Tree cover within wetland and dominant species:

10. % Shnibcover within wdiand and dominant species:
/ r ‘().



Evidence of disturbance in aquatic habitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/no): (Jc
2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, moderate, low):

3. Amount of garbage along shoreline (high, moderate, low):
JOL

4. Removal/disturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):
u1:i

5. Removal/disturbance of shoreline vegetation (yes/no):

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no): I LI )

7. If boat landing is present, estimate frequency of use based on facilities present:

8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discardd fishing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low):

_______________________________________________

9. Ability to view potential turtle habitat (high, moderate, low):

10. If visibility is low decribe why this is (e.g. dense shrub cover in much of wetland;
observation limited to 1 point, etc.)

Blanding’s turtle Distance/ Behaviour Comments / Other species observations
Seen? Direction

Aj0

k wv iS a-. t21 k Sie.
Nesting Habitat Suitability I

1. Are areas which are sparsely vegetated and sunlit present (yes/no)

(If yes, indicate position of sparsely vegetated areas on aerial photo.)
2. Estimate % of potential nesting habitat within the overlapping ELC communities

(e.g. 5% of CUM community contains potential nesting habitat.

3. Estimate distance (m) to nearest suitable aquatic habitat.

4. Describe any signs of nesting) e.g. tracks, old shells).

5. Evaluate potential for flooding in potential nesting habitat.



Turbine #

_________________

Wetland # j (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial
photo).

GPS values (NAD 83): Easting_______________
Northing_____________

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’ s Turtles
1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions)

__________________________

2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat

_______________________________________

3. Density of potential Basking Sites
a. Logs and other coarse woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)

tJ
b. Clumps of herbaceous veetatiofI which form “platforms” at or near water level

(apx # per ha) C)r1\€ 1 / k
i. Describe other apparently suiable basking sites if present:

i I

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of aquatic habitat

\.- .

4. Abundance of tadpoles (prey) in aquatic habitat (high, moderate, low)
rJt eer

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions (
6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and

fieldwork).

7. Estimated distance to nearest road (m):
8. Estimated traffic usage on nearest road,,

a. Low

(<

1 car.hr):

____________________

b. Low moderate (1 to 10 cars/br):

___________________

c. High moderate (11 to 60 cars/br):

_____________________

d. High (>60 cars/br):

__________________________

9. % Tree cover within wetland and Slominant species:
(Ac’-

10. % Shrub cover within w&land and dominant species:
L

Evidence of disturbance in auatic habitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/no):

__________________

2. Amount of garbage inpond (high, moderate, low):
) \JL

3. Amount of garbage along horeline (high, moderate, low):
Ai

4. Removal/disturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):
RI )

5. Removal/disturbance of shorelipe vegetation (yes/no):
V

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no): tV
7. If boat landing is present, estimate frequency of use based on facilities present:

8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discaded fishing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low): /



9. Ability to view potential turtle habitat (high, moderate, low):

10. If visibility is low describe why this is (e.g. dense shrub cover in much of wetland;
observation limited to 1 point, etc.)

4 (J2A7

Blanding’s — Distance! Behaviour Comments! Other species observations
turtle Direction
Seen?

ii) c’

MeicS vi \cw cX -, cjcy ow4L Lz
Nesting Habitat Suitability \k (.

1. Are areas which are sparsely vegetated and sunlit present (yes/no)

a. (If yes, indicate position of sparsely vegetated areas on aerial photo.)
2. Estimate % of potential nesting habitat within the overlapping ELC communities

(e.g. 5% of CUM community contains potential nesting habitat.

3. Estimate distance (m) to nearest suitable aquatic habitat.

4. Describe any signs of nesting) e.g. tracks, old shells).

5. Evaluate potential for flooding in potential nesting habitat.



Turbine #

_________________

Wetland # (( (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial
photo).

GPS values (NAD 83): Easting_______________
Northing____________

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles
1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions) 03 ( N
2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat Q ,
3. Density of potential Basking Sites

a. Logs and other carse woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)

b. Clumps of herbaceous vegetati n wijich form “platforms” at or near water level
(apx#perha)

i. Describe other,apparently s’uitablb basking sites if present:
(J(o

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of aquatic habitat

4. Abundance of tadpoles (prey) in aquatic habitat (high, moderate, low)
No’t

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions 5O
6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and

fieldwork).
7.

________________
________________

8.

_________________
_________________

9. Estimated distance to nearest road (m): rC.

10. Estimated traffic usage on nearest roa
a. Low (< 1 car.hr): V

b. Low moderate (ito 10 cars/br):

___________________

c. High moderate (ii to 60 cars/br):

_____________________

d. High (>60 cars/br):

_________________________

ii. % Tree cover within wetland and dominant species:

‘/ &7
12. % Shrub cover withiivet1and and dominant species:

AhOlA)

Evidence of disturbance in aquatic habitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/no):

_________________

2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, moderate, low):

3. Amount of garbage alon shoreline (high, moderate, low):

4. Removal/disturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):

5. Removal/disturbance of sho1ine vegetation (yes/no):

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no): 111
7. If boat landing is present, estimate frequency of use based on facilities present:

8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discaed fishing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low): /1



9. Ability to view potential turtle habitat (high, moderate, low):
L

10. If visibility is low describe why this is (e.g. dense shrub cover in much of wetland;
observation limited to 1 point, etc.

.c—.
jJ.-€ i s xi (

Blanding’ s Distance! Behaviour Comments! Other species observations
turtle Direction
Seen?
íi) cs dc.

4} c- s
- C - ‘

‘C,’., ‘ w.cr€

Nesting Habitat Suitability
‘ \ cLcc

\cLe c.

1. Are areas which are sparsely vegetated and sunlit present (yes!no)

a. (If yes, indicate position of sparsely vegetated areas on aerial photo.)
2. Estimate % of potential nesting habitat within the overlapping ELC communities

(e.g. 5% of CUM community contains potential nesting habitat.

3. Estimate distance (m) to nearest suitable aquatic habitat.

4. Describe any signs of nesting) e.g. tracks, old shells).

5. Evaluate potential for flooding in potential nesting habitat.



Turbine #

_________________

Wetland # I / (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial
photo).

GPS values (NAB 83): Easting_______________
Northing____________

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles
1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions) I
2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat C)
3. Density of potential Basking Sites

a. Logs and other core woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)

b. Clumps of herbaceous vegetation which iorm “platforms” at or near water level
(apx # per ha) I1 QcIf\ C tO / L)

i. Describe other apparently1suitable basking sites if present:

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsely yegetaed flat areas) within 10 m of aquatic habitat

‘xOc)2}4’f Hrnr

4. Abundance of tadpoles (prey) in aquatic habitat (high, moderate, low)

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions y7
6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and

fieldwork).
7.

_________________
_________________

8.

__________________
__________________

9. Estimated distance to nearest road (m):

_____________________

10. Estimated traffic usage on nearest rod.
a. Low (< 1 car.hr): V
b. Low moderate (ito 10 cars/br):

____________________

c. High moderate (11 to 60 cars/hr):

_____________________

d. High (>60 cars/br):

_________________________

11. % Tree cover within wetland and dominant species:
3D cce

12. % Shrub cover within wland anminant species:
- 1(Io’i

Evidence of disturbance in aquatic habitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/no): I J
2. Amount of garbage in pord (high, moderate, low):

3. Amount of garbage along s]ore1ine (high, moderate, low):
dUo e_

4. Removal/disturbance of aquatic,egetation (yes/no):
JLJç)

5. Removal/disturbance of shorelivegetation (yes/no):
JJ U

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no): A
7. If boat landing is present, estimate frequency of use based on facilities present:

8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discarded fishing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low): f\J



9. Ability to view potential turtle habitat (high, moderate, low):

10. If visibility is low describe why this is (e.g. dense shrub cover in much of wetland;
observation limited to 1 point, etc.)

Blanding’ s — — Distance! Behaviour Comments / Other species observations
turtle Direction
Seen?

IV

fiaQ J-r 1bd dv?D -L \
Nesting Habitat Suitabifity

1. Are areas which are sparsely vegetated and sunlit present (yes/no)

2. (If yes, indicate position of sparsely vegetated areas on aerial photo.)
3. Estimate % of potential nesting habitat within the overlapping ELC communities

(e.g. 5% of CUM community contains potential nesting habitat.

4. Estimate distance (m) to nearest suitable aquatic habitat.

5. Describe any signs of nesting) e.g. tracks, old shells).

6. Evaluate potential for flooding in potential nesting habitat.



L Stantec Consulting

Ltd.

4’ 70-lSouthgate Blanding’s Turtle Habitat

c+. + Guelph, Ontario, Assessment Form
bJLLlnLec Canada

N1G 4P5

Tel: (519) 836-6050

Fax:_(519)_836-2493

Project Number Project Name:)(0Qqc4
Date I Start and Finish Time: Field Personnel

a / +cpL-1 —

-o(( /
Weather Temp: Wind: Cloud: PPT: PPT in last

Conditions: 2 - i %) ( 24rs:

Turbine #

_________________

Wetland # 4 (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial photo).
GPS values (NAD 83): Easting 3 4- 3 3

Northing
Page 1

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles
1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions) 3 2 X’ (90 t-

2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat

_____________________________________

3. Density of potential Basking Sites
a. Logs and other coarse woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)

b. Clumps of herbaceous vegetation which form “platforms” at or near water level
(apx # per ha)

________________________

i. Describe otler apparently suitable basking sites if present:
1 fc 11L f c(

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of aquatic habitat

fr’t(f

4. Abundance of tadpoles (prey) in aquatic habitat (high, moderate, low)
/o Cr\oftQ ct)

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions 6° ‘i’.

6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and
fieldwork).

(J)

________

7. Estimated distance to nearest road (m):

_____________________

8. Estimated traffic usage on nearest road.
a. Low

(<

1 car.hr):

__________________

b. Low moderate (1 to 10 cars/br):

__________________

c. High moderate (11 to 60 cars/br):

____________________

d. High (>60 cars/br):

_______________________

9. % Tree covç within wetland and dominant species:
O /

10. % Shrub cover within wetland and dominant species:
— -4 c Qj L



Evidence of disturbance in aquatic habitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/no): /11,9
2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, moderate, low):

3. Amount of garbage along shoreline (high, moderate, low):
/11’0/,

4. Removal/disturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):
4/c

5. Removal/disturbance of shoreline vegetation (yes/no):

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no):

___________________________________

7. If boat landing is present, estimate frequency of use based on facilities present:

8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discarded fishing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low): /‘ ‘L

9. Ability to view potential turtle habitat (high, moderate, low):

10. If visibility is low describe why this is (e.g. dense shrub cover in much of wetland;
observation limited to 1 point, etc.)

c +re /51 b c je—

Blanding’s turtle Distance/ Behaviour Comments / Other species observations
Seen? Direction

kai i;,’)

6t

Ø’J

Nesting Habitat Suitability

1. Are areas which are sparsely vegetated and sunlit present (yes/no)

(If yes, indicate position of sparsely vegetated areas on aerial photo.)
2. Estimate % of potential nesting habitat within the overlapping ELC communities

(e.g. 5% of CUM community contains potential nesting habitat.

3. Estimate distance (m) to nearest suitable aquatic habitat.

4. Describe any signs of nesting) e.g. tracks, old shells).

5. Evaluate potential for flooding in potential nesting habitat.



Turbine #

_________________

Wetland #
- (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial

photo).
GPS values (NAD 83): Easting 4 4’

Northing

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles
1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions) ‘/3 D) A-
2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat c
3. Density of potential Basking Sites

a. Logs and other coarse woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)
AJL

b. Clumps of herbaceous vegetation which form “platforms” at or near water level
(apx # per ha)

_________________________

i. Describe other apparently suitable asking sites if present:
s.

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of aquatic habitat

4r 1 SL.r /r

4. Abundance of tadpoles (prey) in aquatic habitat (high, moderate, low)
Ui, (‘i Cc csj

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions Q ‘•

6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and
fieldwork).

(ui)

7. Estimated distance to nearest road (m):

_____________________

8. Estimated traffic usage on nearest road.
a. Low

(<

1 car.hr):

____________________

b. Low moderate (ito 10 cars/br):

__________________

c. High moderate (ii to 60 cars/hr):

_____________________

d. High (>60 cars/br):

_______________________

9. % Tree cover within wetland and dominant species:

10. % Shrub cover within wetland an dominant species:
-

C’
Evidence of disturbance in aquatic habitat.

1. Dug pond (yes/no):
2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, moderate, low):

3. Amount of garbage along shoreline (high, moderate, low):

4. Removal/disturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):
!Jo

5. Removal/disturbance of shoreline vegetation (yes/no):
fIts

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no): /LJ °

7. If boat landing is present, estimate quenyofuse based on facilities present:

8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discaided fishing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low): (J,i (<‘V’



9. Ability to view potential turtle habitat (high, moderate, low):

10. If visibility is low describe why this is (e.g. dense shrub cover in much of wetland;
observation limited to 1 point, etc.)

cr / i rc o —,ic

Blanding’s — Distance! Behaviour Comments / Other species observations
turtle Direction
Seen?

A’

3u(LI

Nesting Habitat Suitability

1. Are areas which are sparsely vegetated and sunlit present (yes/no)

a. (If yes, indicate position of sparsely vegetated areas on aerial photo.)
2. Estimate % of potential nesting habitat within the overlapping ELC communities

(e.g. 5% of CUM community contains potential nesting habitat.

3. Estimate distance (m) to nearest suitable aquatic habitat.

4. Describe any signs of nesting) e.g. tracks, old shells).

5. Evaluate potential for flooding in potential nesting habitat.



Turbine #

________________

Wetland # C. (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial
photo).

GPS values (NAD 83): Easting 4o
Northing 4’6 9 I

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles
1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions) k
2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat +0 c’-
3. Density of potential Basking Sites

a. Logs and other coarse woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)
(‘1 6tL)

b. Clumps of herbaceous vegetation which form “platforms” at or near water level
(apx # per ha) ccr I

i. Describe other apparently suitable basking sites if present:

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of aquatic habitat

g
/

4. Abundance of tadpoles (prey) in aquatic habitat (high, moderate, low)
sc’

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions

_____________

6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and
fieldwork).

7.

_________________
_________________

8.

_________________
_________________

9. Estimated distance to nearest road (m):
10. Estimated traffic usage on nearest road.

a. Low (< 1 car.hr):

____________________

b. Low moderate (1 to 10 cars/hr): ‘—‘

c. High moderate (11 to 60 cars/br):

_____________________

d. High (>60 cars/br):

_________________________

11. % Tree cover within wetland and dominant species:
4’/r

12. % Shrub cover within wetland and dominant species:
S”1y

j
(1

Evidence of disturbance in aquatic habitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/no): ,4Jo
2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, moderate, low):

3. Amount of garbage along shoreline (high, moderate, low):

4. Removal/disturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):

5. Removalldisturbance of shoreline vegetation (yes/no):

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no): It!
7. If boat landing is present, estimatefr9pcy of use based on facilities present:

8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discarded fishing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low): /Uf



9. Ability to view potential turtle habitat (high, moderate, low):

10. If visibility is low describe why this is (e.g. dense shrub cover in much of wetland;
observation limited to 1 point, etc.)

Blanding’s — Distance! Behaviour Comments / Other species observations
turtle Direction
Seen?

jV0 / (9c&(
—ft-L1 --o (,J oI 5t1Q

lava
c%)lZ 4

Nesting Habiat Suitability

1. Are areas which are sparsely vegetated and sunlit present (yes/no)

a. (If yes, indicate position of sparsely vegetated areas on aerial photo.)
2. Estimate % of potential nesting habitat within the overlapping ELC communities

(e.g. 5% of CUM community contains potential nesting habitat.

3. Estimate distance (m) to nearest suitable aquatic habitat.

4. Describe any signs of nesting) e.g. tracks, old shells).

5. Evaluate potential for flooding in potential nesting habitat.



Turbine #

_________________

Wetland #_________________ (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial
photo).

GPS values (NAB 83): Easting ‘ 3 OS
Northing ?/

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles
1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions) >< / .S
2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat 40
3. Density of potential Basking Sites

a. Logs and other coarse woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)
i

b. Clumps of herbaceous vegetation which form “platforms” at or near water level
(apx#perha) 1-( OJ\

i. Describe other apparently suitable basking sites if present:
/4 7

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of aquatic habitat

4. Abundance of tadpoles (prey) in aquatic habitat (high, moderate, low)
1/’ ( ctcce’Cj

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions 2 /
6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and

fieldwork).
7. v
8.

_________________
_________________

9. Estimated distance to nearest road (m): S
10. Estimated traffic usage on nearest road.

a. Low

(<

1 car.hr):

____________________

b. Low moderate (ito 10 cars/br): /
c. High moderate (ii to 60 cars/br):

_____________________

d. High (>60 cars/br):

_________________________

ii. % Tree cover within wetland and dominant species:

12. % Shrub cover within wetland and dominant species:

Evidence of disturbance in aquatic habitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/no): /18

2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, moderate, low):
/\/f) ‘i

3. Amount of garbage alongihoreline (high, moderate, low):
Ala

4. Removal/disturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):
/Vo

5. Removal/disturbance of shoreline vegetation (yes/no):
A /9

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no): /l/o
7. If boat landing is present, estimate frequency of use based on facilities present:

8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discarded fishing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low):



9. Ability to view potential turtle habitat (high, moderate, low):

10. If visibility is low describe why this is (e.g. dense shrub cover in much of wetland;
observation limited to 1 point, etc.)

Blanding’s — Distance! Behaviour Comments / Other species observations
turtle Direction
Seen?

o / pI

Nesting Habitat Suitability

1. Are areas which are sparsely vegetated and sunlit present (yes/no)

2. (If yes, indicate position of sparsely vegetated areas on aerial photo.)
3. Estimate % of potential nesting habitat within the overlapping ELC communities

(e.g. 5% of CUM community contains potential nesting habitat.

4. Estimate distance (m) to nearest suitable aquatic habitat.

5. Describe any signs of nesting) e.g. tracks, old shells).

6. Evaluate potential for flooding in potential nesting habitat.



/ Stantec Consulting
Ltd.
70-1 Southgate Blancling’s Turtle Habitat
Drive Assessment Form

Stantec
Guelph, Ontario,
Canada
N1G 4P5
Tel: (519) 836-6050
Fax:_(519)_836-2493

Project Number Project Name:
{ooS

Date I Start and Finish Time: Field Person nel’
/

.1Weather ‘s Temp: I Wind: Cloud: PPT: PPT in last

Conditions: I ‘/_
24s:

IG-k fb

Turbine #

_________________

Wetland #_________________ (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial photo).
GPS values (NAIJ 83): Easting . Y

Northing 4 8C t

Page 1
Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles

1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions) ‘5 — c”)
2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat +0 c-p--.
3. Density of potential Basking Sites

a. Logs and otheroarse woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)

b. Clumps of herbaceous vegetion (vhich form “platforms” at or near water level
(apx#perha) / (1’

i. Describe other apparent it le basking sites if present:

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m qf aquatic habitat

I r ((‘a ‘7,)

4. Abundance of tadpoles (prey) in aquatic habitat (high, moderate, low)

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions g
6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and

fieldwork).

7. Estimated distance to nearest road (m): Q f-i

8. Estimated traffic usage on nearest road.
a. Low

(<

1 car.hr):

___________________

b. Low moderate (ito 10 cars/hr):

__________________

c. High moderate (11 to 60 cars/hr):

_____________________

d. High (>60 cars/br):

________________________

9. % Tree cover within wetland and dominant species:

_____o7

—Am
10. % Shrub cover within wetland and dominant species:

s’



Evidence of disturbance in aquatic habitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/no):

_________________

2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, moderate, low):

3. Amount of garbage along shoreline (high, moderate, low):
1(1

4. Removal/disturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):
41c

5. Removal/disturbance of shoreline vegetation (yes/no):
/1/c’

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no):

_______________________________________

7. If boat landing is present, estimate frequency of use based on facilities present:

8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discarded fishing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low):

_______________________________________________

9. Ability to view potential turtle habitat (high, moderate, low):

10. If visibility is low ãescribe why this is (e.g. dense shrub cover in much of wetland;
observation limited to 1 point, etc.)

Blanding’s turtle Distance! Behaviour Comments / Other species observations
Seen? Direction

t/ - c’ c4-/çt-

.
J t I

(èj
Nesting Habitat Suitability

1. Are areas which are sparsely vegetated and sunlit present (yes/no)

(If yes, indicate position of sparsely vegetated areas on aerial photo.)
2. Estimate % of potential nesting habitat within the overlapping ELC communities

(e.g. 5% of CUM community contains potential nesting habitat.

3. Estimate distance (m) to nearest suitable aquatic habitat.

4. Describe any signs of nesting) e.g. tracks, old shells).

5. Evaluate potential for flooding in potential nesting habitat.



Turbine #

_________________

Wetland #__________________ (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial
photo).

GPS values (NAD 83): Easting 3 --3 D — c
Northing 4 Ci? I \ (,, J

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles
1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions) I
2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat c f
3. Density of potential Basking Sites

a. Logs and qther coarse woody vegetation in\ water (apx. # per ha)
Ivo Z

b. Clumps of herbaceous vegetation which form “platforms” at or near water level
(apx # per ha) 4. O-S\

i. Describe other apparently suitable basking sites if present:

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of aquatic habitat

4. Abundance of tadpoles (prey) in aquatic habitat (high, moderate, low)
Ci?)

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions
6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and

fieldwork).

7. Estimated distance to nearest road (m): C
8. Estimated traffic usage on nearest road.

a. Low
(<

1 car.hr):

____________________

b. Low moderate (1 to 10 cars/br):

___________________

c. High moderate (11 to 60 cars/br):

_____________________

d. High (>60 cars/br):

_________________________

9. % Tree cover within wetland and dominant species:
:?‘% /A

10. % Shrub cover witiin wetland and dominant species:
c /

Evidence of disturbance in aquatic habitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/no):

_________________

2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, moderate, low):
it/0t

3. Amount of garbage along shoreline (high, moderate, low):

4. Removal/disturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):

5. Removal/disturbance of shoreline vegetation (yes/no):
AID’

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no): /t1

7. If boat landing is present, estimate frequen fuse based on facilities present:

8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discardedfisbing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low): /lJor



9. Ability to view potential turtle habitat (high, moderate, low):
(J

10. If visibility is low describe why this is (e.g. dense shrub cover in much of wetland;
observation limited to 1 point, etc.)

ti c.rJL

Blanding’ s — Distance! Behaviour Comments! Other species observations
turtle Direction
Seen?

/, (
Al I

)(1 /\‘ 5,iu

r I

Nesting Habitat Suitability

1. Are areas which are sparsely vegetated and sunlit present (yes!no)

a. (If yes, indicate position of sparsely vegetated areas on aerial photo.)
2. Estimate % of potential nesting habitat within the overlapping ELC communities

(e.g. 5% of CUM community contains potential nesting habitat.

3. Estimate distance (m) to nearest suitable aquatic habitat.

4. Describe any signs of nesting) e.g. tracks, old shells).

5. Evaluate potential for flooding in potential nesting habitat.



Turbine #

_________________

Wetland #_________________ (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial
photo).

GPS values (NAD 83): Easting 14 c
Northing____________

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles
1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions) I S
2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat

_______________________________________

3. Density of potential Basking Sites
a. Logs and other coare woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)

b. Clumps of herbaceous vegetat,on w)jch form “platforms” at or near water level
(apx#perha)

___________________

i. Describe other apparently suitable basking sites if present:
4vi I

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of aquatic habitat

/roJ €&f4cY) )

4. Abundance of tadpoles (prey) in aquatic habitat (high, oderate, low)
/

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions ?C) ‘

6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and
fieldwork).

7. 3M (fJ

___________

8.

__________________ __________________

9. Estimated distance to nearest road (m): 0
10. Estimated traffic usage on nearest road.

a. Low (< 1 car.hr): V
b. Low moderate (ito 10 cars/br):

___________________

c. High moderate (11 to 60 cars/br):

_____________________

d. High (>60 cars/br):

________________________

11. % Tree cover within wetland and dominant species:
?o.

12. % Shrub cover within wetland and dominant speies:

Evidence of disturbance in a uatic habitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/no):

__________________

2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, moderate, low):

3. Amount of garbage along shoreline (high, moderate, low):
/

4. Removal/disturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):

5. Removal/disturbance of shoreline vegetation (yes/no):
/4

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no):

__________________________________

7. If boat landing is present, estimate frequency of use based on facilities present:

8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discarded fishing lures, iine, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, iow):



9. Ability to view potential turtle habitat (high, moderate, low):
c.fr

10. If visibility is low describe why this is (e.g. dense shrub cover in much of wetland;
observation limited to 1 poipt, etc.)_

Blanding’s — Distance! Behaviour Comments / Other species observations
turtle Direction
Seen?

—
r

Nesting Siibitat Suitability

1. Are areas which are sparsely vegetated and sunlit present (yes/no)

a. (If yes, indicate position of sparsely vegetated areas on aerial photo.)
2. Estimate % of potential nesting habitat within the overlapping ELC communities

(e.g. 5% of CUM community contains potential nesting habitat.

3. Estimate distance (m) to nearest suitable aquatic habitat.

4. Describe any signs of nesting) e.g. tracks, old shells).

5. Evaluate potential for flooding in potential nesting habitat.



Stantec Consulting

47

70-i Southgate Blanding’s Turtle Habitat

c+ .
Guelph, Ontario, Assessment Form

bFl.LlflL& Canada
NIG 4P5
Tel: (519) 836-6050
Fax:_(519)_836-2493

Project Number Project Name:

Date I Start and Finish Time.: Field Personnel:
2C,2L P0/i -tIiV 44j(f

Weather Temp: Wind: Cloud: PPT: PPT in last

Conditions: 2. 241rs:

Turbine #

_________________

Wetland # S (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial photo).
GPS values (NAD 83): Easting 3 L/_

Northing_________
Page I 1

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles _-

1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions) Z5 .s

2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat

_______________________________________

3. Density of potential Basking Sites
a. Logs and other coarse woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)

b. Clumps of herbaceous vegetation which formlatforms” at or near water level
(apx # per ha) ç ( €j—

i. Describeothe9apparently suitable 1asking sites if present:

/
c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,

sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of aquatic habitat
/OC? __ Jc

i(f
4. Abundane of tadpoles (prey) in4quatic habitat (high, moderate, low)

5. Percentage of shoreline with unditurbed conktoii P
6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and

fieldwork).

7. Estimated distance to nearest road (m): 3 ,-‘

8. Estimated traffic usage on nearest road.
a. Low

(<

1 car.hr):

__________________

b. Low moderate (1 to 10 cars/br): V
c. High moderate (11 to 60 cars/br):

_____________________

d. High (>60 cars/br):

_________________________

9. % Tree cove5within wetland and dominant species:

10. % Shrub cover within wetland and dominant species:
oz



Evidence of disturbance in aquatic habitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/no): /V
2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, moderate, low):

3. Amount of garbage along shoreline (high, moderate, low):

4. Removalldisturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):

5. RemovaL/disturbance of shoreline vegetation (yes/no):

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no):

___________________________________

7. If boat landing is present, estimate frequency of use based on facilities present:

8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discarded fishing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low):

__________________________________________________

9. Ability to view potential turtle habitat (high, moderate, low):

10. If visibility is lowilescribe why this is (e.g. dense shrub cover in much of wetland;
observation limited to 1 point, etc.)

Blanding’s turtle Distance/ Behaviour Comments / Other species observations
Seen? Direction

,/Vc oJ’4’( LV(LJ k
k) cJ’ti LJ

____

Nesting Habitat Suitability

1. Are areas which are sparsely vegetated and sunlit present (yes/no)

(If yes, indicate position of sparsely vegetated areas on aerial photo.)
2. Estimate % of potential nesting habitat within the overlapping ELC communities

(e.g. 5% of CUM community contains potential nesting habitat.

3. Estimate distance (m) to nearest suitable aquatic habitat.

4. Describe any signs of nesting) e.g. tracks, old shells).

5. Evaluate potential for flooding in potential nesting habitat.



Turbine #
Wetland #_________________ (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial

photo).
GPS values (NAD 83): Easting 3 Lf(3

Northing -f(Li
, VLAA.a. tr3- OC

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles
1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions) ‘) XL 56
2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat () 5
3. Density of potential Basking Sites

a. Logs and other coarse woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)

b. Clumps of herbaceous vegetation which form “platforms” at or near water level
(apx # per ha)

__________________________

i. Describe other apparently suitable basking sites if present:

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of aquatic habitat

r -r
‘ i—t i & C)tôb

4. Abundanee of tadpoles (prey) in aquatic habitat (highmoderate, low)

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions ) 2.
6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and

fieldwork).
tc) 3

__________

7. Estimated distance to nearest road (m): 1 0
8. Estimated traffic usage on nearest road.

a. Low

(<

1 car.hr):

____________________

b. Low moderate (ito 10 cars/br):

____________________

c. High moderate (ii to 60 cars/br):

____________________

d. High (>60 cars/br):

_________________________

9. % Tree cover within wetland and dominant species:

10. % Shrub cover within wetland and dominant species:

Evidence of disturbance in aquatic habitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/no): Y
2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, moderate, low):

3. Amount of garbage along shoreline (high, moderate, low):
/t)) .

4. Removal/disturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):

5. Removal/disturbance of shoreline vegetation (yes/no):
it L4 L’-S ‘-‘ 1-

6. Presence of boat lan&ng (ye’s/no): fU
7. If boat landing is present, estimate frequency of use based on facilities present:

8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discarded fishing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low):



9. Abijity to view potential turtle habitat (high, moderate, low):
- 4L {(eSS S se

10. If visibility is low describe why this is (e.g. dense shrub cover in much of wetland;
observation limited to 1 point, etc.)

- t-J -4 j.

____

Nesting Habitat Suitability

1. Are areas which are sparsely vegetated and sunlit present (yes/no)

a. (If yes, indicate position of sparsely vegetated areas on aerial photo.)
2. Estimate % of potential nesting habitat within the overlapping ELC communities

(e.g. 5% of CUM community contains potential nesting habitat.

3. Estimate distance (m) to nearest suitable aquatic habitat.

4. Describe any signs of nesting) e.g. tracks, old shells).

5. Evaluate potential for flooding in potential nesting habitat.



Turbine #

________________

Wetland # ‘7 (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial
photo).

GPS values (NAD 83): Easting ‘0 ‘i 93
Northing ‘-3 39

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles -

1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensiops) DO ‘(

2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat C)

3. Density of potential Basking Sites
a. Logs and other coarse woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)

l)__
b. Clumps of herbaceous vegetation which form “platforms” at or near water level

(apx # per ha) o,
i. Describe other apparently suitable basking sites if present:

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of aquatic habitat

4. Abundance of tadpoles (prey) in aquatic habitat (high, moderate, low)
L) —\€

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions I (Z52
6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and

fieldwork).
7.

_________________ _________________

8.

__________________ __________________

9. Estimated distance to nearest road (m):

_____________________

10. Estimated traffic usage on nearest road.
a. Low

(<

1 car.hr):

___________________

b. Low moderate (1 to 10 cars/br):

___________________

c. High moderate (11 to 60 cars/br): V
d. High (>60 cars/br):

_________________________

11. % Tree cover within wetland and dominant species:
L4Z1’ OZ-,

12. % Shrub cover within wetland and dominant species:

Evidence of disturbance in aquatic habitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/no):

_________________

0

2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, moderate, low):
,&)

3. Amount of garbage along shoreline (high, moderate, low):

it/c, ‘-‘_&

4. Removal/disturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):

___________________________________/tJ.,

5. Removal/disturbance of slQ1-eJi11egetatioy (yes/no):

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no): U4--— P
7. If boat landing is present, estimate frequency of use based on facilities present:

8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discarded fishing les, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low):



9. Abiiity to view potential turtle habitat (high, moderate, low):
l-;)

10. If visibility is low describe why this is (e.g. dense shrub cover in much of wetland;
observation limited to 1 point, etc.)

-v r
£ *- O c_.. -i e

Blanding’s Distance! Behaviour Comments / Other sees observations —

turtle Direction
Seen?

AJ.
v--v

€

fr-

ct c - /L4 C-

,.
a r

Nesting Habitat Suitability Srr c
P RA s

1. Are areas which are sparsely vegetated and sunlit present (yes/no)

a. (If yes, indicate position of sparsely vegetated areas on aerial photo.)
2. Estimate % of potential nesting habitat within the overlapping ELC communities

(e.g. 5% of CUM community contains potential nesting habitat.

3. Estimate distance (m) to nearest suitable aquatic habitat.

4. Describe any signs of nesting) e.g. tracks, old shells).

5. Evaluate potential for flooding in potential nesting habitat.

Qf(2

Ci4 I ‘n45

II3



Turbine #
-

Wetland #_________________ (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on
photo).

GPS values (NAD 83): Easting 34.) 75? ö
Northing Lj

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles
1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions) I5,... ‘1 39
2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat

_______________________________________

3. Density of potential Basking Sites
a. Logs and other coarse ioody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)

b. Clumps of herbaceous vegetation which form “platforms” at or near water level
(apx#perha)

________________________

i. Describe other apparently suitable basking sites if present:

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
spa sely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of aquatic habitat

4 o Lc
c, cO V€.L

4. Abundanc of tadpoles (prey)in aquatic habitat (high, moderate, low)

5. Percentage of shoreli with undisturbed conditions 02 -

6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and
fieldwork).

7.

_________________ _________________

8.

__________________ __________________

9. Estimated distance to nearest road (m): lOt’).
10. Estimated traffic usage on nearest road.

a. Low

(<

I car.hr):

____________________

b. Low moderate (ito 10 cars/br): ./‘

c. High moderate (11 to 60 cars/br):

_____________________

d. High (>60 cars/br):

_______________________

ii. % Tree cover within wetland and dominant species:

12. % Shrub cover within wetland and dominant species:

Evidence of disturbance in aquatic habitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/no): Ve c,
2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, moderate, low):

I,,

3. Amount of garbage a)ng shoreline (high, moderate, low):

4. Removal/disturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):

5. Removal/disturbance of shoreline vegetation (yes/no):

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no): ilL,
7. If boat landing is present, estimate frequency of use based on facilities present:

8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discarded fishing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low):

____________________________________________________



9. Ability to view potential turtle habitat (high, moderate, low):

10. If visibility is low’describe why this is (e.g. dense shrub cover in much of wetland;
observation limited to 1 point, etc.)

Blanding’ s Distance! Behaviour Comments / Other species observations
turtle Direction
Seen?

N re

PoA$ r (b,w c u 4i” vL dz1
Nesting Habitat Suitabifity

1. Are areas which are sparsely vegetated and sunlit present (yes/no)

2. (If yes, indicate position of sparsely vegetated areas on aerial photo.)
3. Estimate % of potential nesting habitat within the overlapping ELC communities

(e.g. 5% of CUM community contains potential nesting habitat.

4. Estimate distance (m) to nearest suitable aquatic habitat.

5. Describe any signs of nesting) e.g. tracks, old shells).

6. Evaluate potential for flooding in potential nesting habitat.



Stantec Consulting
Ltd.
70-1 Southgate
Drive
Guelph, Ontario,
Canada
NIG 4P5
Tel: (519) 836-6050
Fax: (519) 836-2493

Blanding’s Turtle Habitat
Assessment Form

Field Personnel:
t) ,- 6 ‘- Al ç,

Cloud: PPT: PPT in last

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles
1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions) 3c
2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat yC c h-.—

3. Density of potential Basking Sites
a. Logs and ot;her coarse woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)

I /i
b. Clumps fherbaceous vegetation which form “platforms” at or near water level

(apx # per ha) 0 / j.’
i. Describe other ipparently suitable basking sites if present:

Page I 1

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of aquatic habitat

fJfI ft2-

4. Abundance of tadpoles (prey) in aquatic habitat (high, moderate, low)

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions ‘1
6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and

fieldwork).

7. Estimated distance to nearest road (m): 0
8. Estimated traffic usage on nearest road.

a. Low (< 1 car.hr):
b. Low moderate (ito 10 cars/br):
c. High moderate (11 to 60 cars/br):

_____________________

d. High (>60 cars/br):

_________________________

9. % Tree cqver within wetland and dominant specie:
n<

Stantec

Project Number
(flc9

d Finish Time:

ProjectNamQ: p

Weather
Conditions:

Turbine# J1,v- 0Y Ur\ cioc’Lr
Wetland # (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial photo).
GPS values (NAD 83): Easting

Northing Lf I

10. % Shrub cover within wetland and dominant species:

___ ____

-05 pci
J



Evidence of disturbance in aquatic habitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/no):

___________________

2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, moderate, low):

3. Amount of garbage along shoreline (high, moderate, low):

4. Removal/disturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):

5. Removal/disturbance of shoreline vegetation (yes/no):
lvp

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no):

_____________________________________

7. If boat landing is present, estimate frequency of use based on facilities present:

8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discarded fishing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low): IL,,.

9. Ability to view potential turtle habitat (high, moderate, low):
‘Th

10. If visibility is low describe why this is (e.g. dense shrub cover in much of wetland;
observion limited to 1 point, etc.)

rc c cLc k
Blanding’s turtle Distance! i... Bhaviour Comments ! Other species observations
Seen? Direction

rJ /L/

Nesting Habitat Suitability

1. Are areas which are sparsely vegetated and sunlit present (yes/no)

(If yes, indicate position of sparsely vegetated areas on aerial photo.)
2. Estimate % of potential nesting habitat within the overlapping ELC communities

(e.g. 5% of CUM community contains potential nesting habitat.

3. Estimate distance (m) to nearest suitable aquatic habitat.

4. Describe any signs of nesting) e.g. tracks, old shells).

5. Evaluate potential for flooding in potential nesting habitat.



Turbine #

_________________

Wetland #_2. (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial
photo).

GPS values (NAD 83): Easting 3 I t 2
Northing -1-ct s77-t

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles r
1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions) 3 Jq b-’N\-\
2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat / Ô
3. Density of potential Basking Sites

a. Logs and other coarse woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)

b. Clumps of herbaceous vegetation which form “platforms” at or near water level
(apx # per ha) /1J0

i. Describe other apparently suitable basking sites if present:
I o 1 .•

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of aquatic habitat

‘e-(

4. Abundance of tadpoles (prey) in aquatic habitat (high, moderate, low)

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions /
6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and

fieldwork).

7. Estimated distance to nearest road (m): I b c PSS

8. Estimated traffic usage on nearest road.
a. Low

(<

1 car.br):

___________________

b. Low moderate (1 to 10 cars/br):
c. High moderate (11 to 60 cars/br):

______________________

d. High (>60 cars/hr):

_________________________

9. % Tree cover within wetland and dominant species:
‘ 7g -

10. % Shrub cover within wetland and dominant species:

__

o-; cecA0j

Evidence of disturbanç in aquatic habitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/no): s \- ct’-c1

2. Amount of garbage in porki (high, moderate, low): ‘

3. Amount of garbage along shoreline (high, moderate, low):

4. Removal/disturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):

5. Removal/disturbance of shoreline vegetation (yes/no):

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no):

_____________________________________

7. If boat landing is present, estimate frequency of use based on facilities present:

8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discarded fishing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low):

_____________________________________________



Nesting Habitat Suitability

1. Are areas which are sparsely vegetated and sunlit present (yes/no)

a. (If yes, indicate position of sparsely vegetated areas on aerial photo.)
2. Estimate % of potential nesting habitat within the overlapping ELC communities

(e.g. 5% of CUM community contains potential nesting habitat.

3. Estimate distance (m) to nearest suitable aquatic habitat.

4. Describe any signs of nesting) e.g. tracks, old shells).

5. Evaluate potential for flooding in potential nesting habitat.

9. Ability to view potential turtle habitat (high, moderate, low):

10. If visibility is low describe why this is (e.g. dense shrub cover in much of wetland;
observation limited to 1 point etc.)

____

Blanding’s — — Distance/ Behaviour Comments / Other species observations
turtle Direction
Seen?
AJ /?% c

- C



Turbine #

________________

Wetland #_________________ (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial
photo).

GPS values (NAD 83): Easting 3 I % 7 +
Northing /- S

7C

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles
1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions) 1 e s r — ‘

2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat C Os
3. Density of potential Basking Sites

a. Logs and other coarse woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)

—‘i ; 4)
I ° b. Clumps of herbaceous vegetation which form “platforms” at or near water level

41—fI.- (apx # per ha)

________________________

F- i. Describe other apparently suitable basking sites if present:
U?p)c

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,

“
J sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of aquatic habitat

4. Abundance of tadpoles (prey) in aquatic habitat (high, moderate, low)

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions

______________

6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and
fieldwork).

7.

_________________ _________________

8.

__________________ __________________

9. Estimated distance to nearest road (m):

______________________

10. Estimated traffic usage on nearest road.
a. Low

(<

1 car.hr):

____________________

b. Low moderate (ito 10 cars/br):

___________________

c. High moderate (11 to 60 cars/br):

_____________________

d. High (>60 cars/hr):

________________________

ii. % Tree cover within wetland and dominant species:

12. % Shrub cover within wetland and dominant species:

Evidence of disturbance in aquatic habitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/no):

_________________

2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, moderate, low):

3. Amount of garbage along shoreline (high, moderate, low):

4. Removal/disturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):

5. Removal/disturbance of shoreline vegetation (yes/no):

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no):

______________________________________

7. If boat landing is present, estimate frequency of use based on facilities present:

8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discarded fishing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low):

_________________________________________________



Turbine #
Wetland #__________________ (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial

photo).
GPS values (NAD 83): Easting 3 + / 0

Northing ScZ

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles
1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions) DO ‘:. / ô
2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat 0
3. Density of potential Basking Sites

a. Logs and other coarse woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)

b. Clumps of herbaceous vegetation which form “platforms” at or near water level
(apx # per ha) /)

i. Describe other apparently suitable basking sites if present:
‘V

-1

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of aquatic habitat
Gc ue’ a c;’

4. Abundance of tadpoles (prey) in aquatic habitat (high, moderate, low)

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions (ri, I
6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and

fieldwork).
7.

_________________ _________________

8.

__________________ __________________

9. Estimated distance to nearest road (m):

_____________________

10. Estimated traffic usage on nearest road.
a. Low

(<

1 car.br):

___________________

b. Low moderate (ito 10 cars/hr): —

c. High moderate (11 to 60 cars/br):

_____________________

d. High (>60 cars/br):

_________________________

11. % Tree cover within wetland and dominant species:

12. % Shrub cover within wetland and dominant species:
37 rthOf

Evidence of disturbance in aquatic habitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/no): ‘1]
2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, moderate, low):

3. Amount of garbage along shoreline (high, moderate, low):

4. Removal/disturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):
“V

5. Removal/disturbance of shoreline vegetation (yes/no):

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no): /1
7. If boat landing is present, estimate frequency of use based on facilities present:

8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. d,sparded fishing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low): -‘ 3 ‘-t

C €+)



9. Ability to view potential turtle habitat (high, moderate, low):
H

10. If visibility is lw describe why this is (e.g. dense shrub cover in much of wetland;
observation limited to 1 point, etc.)

Blanding’ s Distance! Behaviour Comments / Other species observations
turtle Direction
Seen?

l_ dr- r&j
‘- - Iic . u seL a

co -4-c. O.

c. a•

Nesting Habitat Suitability

1. Are areas which are sparsely vegetated and sunlit present (yes/no)

2. (If yes, indicate position of sparsely vegetated areas on aerial photo.)
3. Estimate % of potential nesting habitat within the overlapping ELC communities

(e.g. 5% of CUM community contains potential nesting habitat.

4. Estimate distance (m) to nearest suitable aquatic habitat.

5. Describe any signs of nesting) e.g. tracks, old shells).

6. Evaluate potential for flooding in potential nesting habitat.



/ Stantec Consulting
Ltd.
70-1 Southgate Blanding’s Tule Habitat

. Drive Assessment Form
Stantec

Guelph, Ontario,
Canada
N1G 4P5
Tel: (519) 836-6050
Fax:_(519)_836-2493

Project Number Project Name
5

Date / Start and Finish Time: Field Personnel
(c-, O

O

Weather I Temp: Wind: Cloud: I PPT: PPT in last

Conditions: 5 1 907 hrs:

Turbine #_____________ Al0 ku r-\ tv ft) i4c çck

Wetland #_________________ (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial photo).

GPS values (NAD 83): Easting_______________

Northing____________

Page I 1

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles

1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions)

__________________________

2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat

_________________________________________

3. Density of potential Basking Sites

a. Logs and other coarse woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)

b. Clumps of herbaceous vegetation which form “platforms” at or near water level

(apx # per ha)

________________________

i. Describe other apparently suitable basking sites if present:

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,

sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of aquatic habitat

4. Abundance of tadpoles (prey) in aquatic habitat (high, moderate, low)

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions

______________

6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and

fieldwork).

7. Estimated distance to nearest road (m):

_____________________

8. Estimated traffic usage on nearest road.

a. Low (< 1 car.hr):

___________________

b. Low moderate (ito 10 cars/br):

____________________

c. High moderate (11 to 60 cars/br):

_____________________

d. High (>60 cars/br):

_________________________

9. % Tree cover within wetland and dominant species:

10. % Shrub cover within wetland and dominant species:



Turbine# , urk€ vP’
Wetland #_________________ (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial i-vJocJ

photo).
GPS values (NAD 83): Easting_______________

Northing______________

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles
1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions)

__________________________

2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat

_________________________________________

3. Density of potential Basking Sites
a. Logs and other coarse woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)

b. Clumps of herbaceous vegetation which form “platforms” at or near water level
(apx # per ha)

_________________________

i. Describe other apparently suitable basking sites if present:

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of aquatic habitat

4. Abundance of tadpoles (prey) in aquatic habitat (high, moderate, low)

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions

______________

6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and
fieldwork).

7. Estimated distance to nearest road (m):

_____________________

8. Estimated traffic usage on nearest road.
a. Low

(<

1 car.hr):

___________________

b. Low moderate (ito 10 cars/hr):

__________________

c. High moderate (11 to 60 cars/hr):

_____________________

d. High (>60 cars/hr):

_________________________

9. % Tree cover within wetland and dominant species:

10. % Shrub cover within wetland and dominant species:

Evidence of disturbance in aquatic habitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/no):

_________________

2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, moderate, low):

3. Amount of garbage along shoreline (high, moderate, low):

4. Removal/disturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):

5. Removal/disturbance of shoreline vegetation (yes/no):

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no):

______________________________________

7. If boat landing is present, estimate frequency of use based on facilities present:

8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discarded fishing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low):

_________________________________________________



Turbine# fL)) 1U
Wetland #_________________ (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial

photo).
GPS values (NAD 83): Easting_______________

Northing_____________

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles
1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions)

__________________________

2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat

_______________________________________

3. Density of potential Basking Sites
a. Logs and other coarse woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)

b. Clumps of herbaceous vegetation which form “platforms” at or near water level
(apx # per ha)

________________________

i. Describe other apparently suitable basking sites if present:

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of aquatic habitat

4. Abundance of tadpoles (prey) in aquatic habitat (high, moderate, low)

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions

______________

6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and
fieldwork).

7.

_________________
_________________

8.

_________________
_________________

9. Estimated distance to nearest road (m):

_____________________

10. Estimated traffic usage on nearest road.
a. Low

(<

1 car.hr):

___________________

b. Low moderate (ito 10 cars/br):

____________________

c. High moderate (11 to 60 cars/br):

____________________

d. High (>60 cars/br):

_________________________

11. % Tree cover within wetland and dominant species:

12. % Shrub cover within wetland and dominant species:

Evidence of disturbance in aquatic habitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/no):

_________________

2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, moderate, low):

3. Amount of garbage along shoreline (high, moderate, low):

4. Removal/disturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):

5. Removal/disturbance of shoreline vegetation (yes/no):

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no):

_____________________________________

7. If boat landing is present, estimate frequency of use based on facilities present:

8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discarded fishing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low):



‘
Stantec Consulting

/Ib Ltd.
‘ 70-lSouthgate Blanding’s Turtle Habitat

I Assessment Form
Stantec uep, .JnLarIo,

Canada
N1G 4P5
Tel: (519) 836-6050
Fax:_(519)_836-2493

Project Number Project Name: r
209 O5

Date I Start and Finish Time: Field Personnel:
pr21 ,2OI DOA J’L_

Weather Temp: Wind: Cloud: PPT: PPT in last

Conditions: Q. 1OL57j 24hrs:
I (AM

Turbine #

________________

Wetland #_________________ (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial photo).
GPS values (NAD 83): Easting 2. 1+? 7

Northing 2) )3
Page I 1

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles
1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions) ion. 25O;
2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat

_____________________________________

3. Density of potential Basking Sites
a. Logs and other coase woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)

‘1
•i •j Ld’ /

b. Clumps of herbaceous vegetation which forrQ “platforms” at or near water level
(apx # per ha) R, C /IA )

i. Describe othei apparently suitble basking sites if present:

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of aquatic habitat

_______

sf
C’jNCt c’.J€_

4. Abundance of tadpoles (prey) in aquatic habitat (high, moderate, low)
iVc

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions / i7.
6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and

fieldwork).

7. Estimated distance to nearest road (m): .5Q C)
8. Estimated traffic usage on nearest ro.d.

a. Low

(<

1 car.hr):

___________________

b. Low moderate (1 to 10 cars/br):

__________________

c. High moderate (11 to 60 cars/br):

_____________________

d. High (>60 cars/br):

_________________________

9. % Tree cover within wetland and dominant species:
c--

10. % Shrub cover withinvetland and dominant species:

______

1<



Evidence of disturbance in aquatic habitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/no):

__________________

2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, moderate, low):

3. Amount of garbage along shoreline (high, moderate, low):

4. Removal/disturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):

5. Removal/disturbance of shoreline vegetation (yes/no):

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no): J,,
7. If boat landing is present, estimate frequency of use based on facilities present:

8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discarded fishing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low): Irs2

9. Ability to view potential turtle habitat (high, moderate, low):

10. If visibility is low describe why this is (e.g. dense shrub cover in much of wetland;
observation limited to 1 point, etc.)

Blanding’s turtle Distance/ Behaviour Comments / Other species observations
Seen? Direction

AJ

- r O %L ç
Nesting Habitat Suitabifity \

1. Are areas which are sparsely vegetated and sunlit present (yes/no)

(If yes, indicate position of sparsely vegetated areas on aerial photo.)
2. Estimate % of potential nesting habitat within the overlapping ELC communities

(e.g. 5% of CUM community contains potential nesting habitat.

3. Estimate distance (m) to nearest suitable aquatic habitat.

4. Describe any signs of nesting) e.g. tracks, old shells).

5. Evaluate potential for flooding in potential nesting habitat.



Turbine#

_______________

Wetland # 9 (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial
photo). -

GPS values (NAD 83): Easting 3 4p5 (2 L F
Northing ç .L’ 9

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles

1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions) 4).
2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat (‘)

3. Density of potential Basking Sites
a. Logs and other coarse woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)

b. Clumps of herbaceous vegetation which form “platfonns” at or near water level
(apx # per ha) ‘7L9 ( D / 4j)

i. Describe other apparently stiitable basking sites if present:
/U

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsel vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of aquatic habitat

___________________

C)
4. Abundance of tadpoles jrey) in aquatic habitat (high, moderate, low)

SCvsL &-‘t1 S

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions .5 •

6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and
fieldwork).

7. Estimated distance to nearest road (m): 3 o 0
8. Estimated traffic usage on nearest road.

a. Low

(<

1 car.br):

__________________

b. Low moderate (ito 10 cars/br):

__________________

c. High moderate (11 to 60 cars/br):

_____________________

d. High (>60 cars/br):

________________________

9. % Tree cover within wetland and dominant species:
9rJ’ Ck

10. % Shrub cover ithin wetland and dominant spcies:
7 rei o )

Evidence of disturbance in aquatic habitat.

1. Dug pond (yes/no):

_________________

2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, moderate, low):
•/L1)nQ

3. Amount of garbage along shoreline (high, moderate, low):
14

4. Removal/disturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):
AJ

5. Removalldisturbance of shoreline vegetation (yes/no):
0

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no):

______________________________________

7. If boat landing is present, estimate frequency of use based on facilities present:

8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discarded fishing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low):

_____________________________________________



9. Ability to yiew potential turtle habitat (high, moderate, low):
t\

10. If visibility isow describe why this is (e.g. dense shrub cover in much of wetland;
observation limited to 1 point, etc.)

Blanding’s — Distance! Behaviour Comments / Other species observations
turtle Direction
Seen?

I,,Lf’ LiA.)ft 4f

PA*Q
Nesting Habitat Suitability c

WQ

1. Are areas which are sparsely vegetated and suniit present (yes/no)

a. (If yes, indicate position of sparsely vegetated areas on aerial photo.)
2. Estimate % of potential nesting habitat within the overlapping ELC communities

(e.g. 5% of CUM community contains potential nesting habitat.

3. Estimate distance (m) to nearest suitable aquatic habitat.

4. Describe any signs of nesting) e.g. tracks, old shells).

5. Evaluate potential for flooding in potential nesting habitat.



Turbine # fi -k f\Jo

Wetiand #_________________ (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial
photo).

GPS values (NAD 83): Easting_______________
Northing_______________

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles
1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions)

__________________________

2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat

_______________________________________

3. Density of potential Basking Sites
a. Logs and other coarse woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)

b. Clumps of herbaceous vegetation which form “platforms” at or near water level
(apx # per ha)

_________________________

i. Describe other apparently suitable basking sites if present:

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of aquatic habitat

4. Abundance of tadpoles (prey) in aquatic habitat (high, moderate, low)

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions

______________

6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and
fieldwork).

7.

_________________
_________________

8.

__________________
__________________

9. Estimated distance to nearest road (m):

_____________________

10. Estimated traffic usage on nearest road.
a. Low

(<

1 car.hr):

____________________

b. Low moderate (ito 10 cars/br):

____________________

c. High moderate (11 to 60 cars/br):

_____________________

d. High (>60 cars/br):

_________________________

ii. % Tree cover within wetland and dominant species:

12. % Shrub cover within wetland and dominant species:

Evidence of disturbance in aquatic habitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/no):

_________________

2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, moderate, low):

3. Amount of garbage along shoreline (high, moderate, low):

4. Removal/disturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):

5. Removal/disturbance of shoreline vegetation (yes/no):

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no):

_____________________________________

7. If boat landing is present, estimate frequency of use based on facilities present:

8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discarded fishing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low):

_________________________________________________



Turbine # iq

Wetland # . C’ (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial
photo).

GPS values (NAD 83): Easting ?,
Northing 4

-

c
9

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles

1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions) 5 -t--- J w -v’ *5
2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat c .
3. Density of potential Basking Sites

a. Logs and other coarse woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)

b. Clumps of herbaceous vegetation which form “platforms” at or near water level
(apx # per ha) I i / L

i. Describe other apparently suitable basking sites if present:

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of aquatic habitat

(0 .. P
11J ,, ctA £1’LiS “ “‘& /Iz’

\. 4. Abundance of tadpol (prey) in aatic habitat (high, moderate, low)

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions / 0 Z.
6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and

fieldwork).
7.

_________________
_________________

8.

_________________
_________________

9. Estimated distance to nearest road (m):

____________________

10. Estimated traffic usage on nearest roç1.
a. Low

(< 1 car.hr):

___________________

b. Low moderate (ito 10 cars/hr):

__________________

c. High moderate (11 to 60 cars/br): L-”

d. High (>60 cars/br):

_________________________

11. % Tree cover within wetland and dominant species:
L/57

12. % Shrub cover within wetland and dominant species:

Evidence of disturbance in aquatic habitat.

1. Dug pond (yes/no):

__________________

2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, moderate, low):

3. Amount of garbage along shoreline (high, moderate, low):

4. Removal/disturbance ofaquati1vegetation (yes/no):

5. Removal/disturbance of shorelin yegetation (yes/no):

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no): A2-
7. If boat landing is present, estimate frequency of use based on facilities present:

8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discarded fjs,hing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low):

_________________________________________________



9. Ability to view potential turtle habitat (high, moderate, low):

10. If visibility is low describe why this is (e.g. dense shrub cover in much of wetland;
observation limited to 1 point etc.) — =

D: t .1+

Blanding’s — — Distance! Behaviour Comments / Other species observations
turtle Direction
Seen?

1 , ‘

Nesting Habitat Suitability j, 3 J-
- . 4J /)- k1 f

1. Are areas which are sparsely vegetated and sunlit present (yes/no)

2. (If yes, indicate position of sparsely vegetated areas on aerial photo.)
3. Estimate % of potential nesting habitat within the overlapping ELC communities

(e.g. 5% of CUM community contains potential nesting habitat.

4. Estimate distance (m) to nearest suitable aquatic habitat.

5. Describe any signs of nesting) e.g. tracks, old shells).

6. Evaluate potential for flooding in potential nesting habitat.



Stantec Consulting

Ltd.

70-lSouthgate Blanding’s Turtle Habitat

C+2 . Guelph, Ontario, Assessment Form
Canada

N1G 4P5

Tel: (519) 836-6050

Fax:_(519)_836-2493

Project Number Project Name:

( G ( (2 59 g
Date / Start and Finish Time: Field Personnel:

10_cov”l

Weather Temp: Wind: Cloud: PPT: PPT in last

Conditions: 5 2. kie
24hrs:

Turbine #

_________________

Wetland #_________________ (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial photo).
GPS values (NAD 83): Easting 75

Northing cf 47.% -i
Pagell

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles
1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions) D. 5
2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat

_______________________________________

3. Density of potential Basking Sites
a. Logs and other coarse woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)

b. Clumps of herbaceous vegetation hich form “platforms” at or near water level
(apx # per ha) f, 3 /

i. Describe other apparently suitable basking sites if present:

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of aquatic habitat

L- (/) j’

4. Abundance of tadpoles (prey) in aquatic habitat (high, moderate, low)

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions /
6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and

fieldwork).

7. Estimated distance to nearest road (m): / Ic
8. Estimated traffic usage on nearest road.

a. Low

(<

1 car.hr):

____________________

b. Low moderate (ito 10 cars/br):

___________________

c. High moderate (11 to 60 cars/br):

_____________________

d. High (>60 cars/br):

_______________________

9. % Tree cover within wetland and dominan,1 species:
LC7

10. % Shrub cover within wetland and dominant species:
/L)7 -



Evidence of disturbance in aquatic habitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/no): 4)
2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, moderate, low):

/JQ

3. Amount of garbage along shoreline (high, moderate, low):
/Lh

4. Removal/disturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):

5. Removal/disturbance of shoreline vpgetation (yes/no):
tic)

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no): /7f,
7. If boat landing is present, estimate frequency of use based on facilities present:

8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discarded fishing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low):

_______________________________________________

9. Ability to view potential turtle habitat (high, moderate, low):

10. If visibility is low delcribe why this is (e.g. dense shrub cover in much of wetland;
observation limited to 1 point, etc.)

Blanding’s turtle Distance! Behaviour Comments / Other species observations
Seen? Direction

/2/i’

I’/fi1--J )J i,-€J1 2.c)

Nesting Habitat Suitability

1. Are areas which are sparsely vegetated and sunlit present (yes/no)

(If yes, indicate position of sparsely vegetated areas on aerial photo.)
2. Estimate % of potential nesting habitat within the overlapping ELC communities

(e.g. 5% of CUM community contains potential nesting habitat.

3. Estimate distance (m) to nearest suitable aquatic habitat.

4. Describe any signs of nesting) e.g. tracks, old shells).

5. Evaluate potential for flooding in potential nesting habitat.



Turbine #
Wetland #_________________ (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial

photo).
GPS values (NAB 83): Easting 3-to t)J

Northing L-5-5 7r

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles
1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions) I
2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat C).
3. Density of potential Basking Sites

a. Logs and other coarse woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)

b. Clumps of herbaceous vegetati.on which form “platforms” at or near water level
(apx # per ha) o / I /)

i. Describe other apparently suitable basking sites if present:

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of aquatic habitat

CIL iO

4. Abundance of tadpoles (prey) in aquatic habitat (high, moderate, low)

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions / 7Y?
6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and

fieldwork).
I ()7,

________________

7. Estimated distance to nearest road (m):

_____________________

8. Estimated traffic usage on nearest road.
a. Low

(<
1 car.hr):

____________________

b. Low moderate (ito 10 cars/br):

__________________

c. High moderate (ii to 60 cars/br):

_____________________

d. High (>60 cars/br):

_________________________

9. % Tree cover wi bin wetland and dominant species:

10. % Shrub cover within wetland and dominant species:
sL Le .,

I)

Evidence of disturbance in aquatic habitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/no):

_________________

2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, moderate, low):

3. Amount of garbage along shoreline (high, moderate, low):

4. Removal/disturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):

5. Removal/disturbance of shoreline vegetation (yes/no):
4i

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no): 4/
7. If boat landing is present, estimate frequency of use based on facilities present:

8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discarded fishing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low): A4



9. Ability to view potential turtle habitat (high, moderate, low):

10. If visibility is low describe why this is (e.g. dense shrub cover in much of wetland;
observation limited to 1 point, etc.)

1 3I

Blanding’s — Distance! Behaviour Comments / Other species observations
turtle Direction
Seen?

1. Are areas which are sparsely vegetated and sunlit present (yes/no)

a. (If yes, indicate position of sparsely vegetated areas on aerial photo.)
2. Estimate % of potential nesting habitat within the overlapping ELC communities

(e.g. 5% of CUM community contains potential nesting habitat.

Estimate distance (m) to nearest suitable aquatic habitat.

Describe any signs of nesting) e.g. tracks, old shells).

/ J

11)1 /LL)’ -c3c QJ/cj .Z
Nesting Habitat Suitability I

3.

4.

5. Evaluate potential for flooding in potential nesting habitat.



Turbine #

_________________

Wetland # 2,3 (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial
photo).

GPS values (NAB 83): Easting______________
Northing_______________

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles
1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions) 9 6-L

2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat

_______________________________________

3. Density of potential Basking Sites
a. Logs and other coarse woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)

b. Clumps of herbaceous vegetation which form “platforms” at or near water level
(apx#perha)

_____________________

cP
i. Describe other apparently suitable basking sites if present:

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of aquatic habitat

4. Abundance of tadpoles (prey) in aquatic habitat (high, moderate, low)
A F j

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions / JZ57
6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and

fieldwork).
7.

___________ ___________

8.

__________________ __________________

9. Estimated distance to nearest road (m):
10. Estimated traffic usage on nearest road.

a. Low

(<

1 car.hr):

____________________

b. Low moderate (1 to 10 cars/br):

____________________

c. High moderate (11 to 60 cars/br): —‘

d. High (>60 cars/br):

_________________________

11. % Tree cover within wetland and dominant species:

12. % Shrub cover within wetland and dominant species:

t74 ii A
Evidence of disturbance in aquatic habitat.

1. Dug pond (yes/no):

_________________

2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, moderate, low):

3. Amount of garbage along shoreline (high, moderate, low):
/l%?_-&

4. Removal/disturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):
/1)

5. Removal/disturbance of shoreline vegetation (yes/no):

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no):

_____________________________________

7. If boat landing is present, estimate frequency of use based on facilities present:

8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discarded fishing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low):



9. Ability tc view potential turtle habitat (high, moderate, low):

10. If visibility”is low describe why this is (e.g. dense shrub cover in much of wetland;
observation limited to 1 point, etc.)

Blanding’s — Distance! Behaviour Comments / Other species observations
turtle Direction
Seen?

4,)

r ,i e— !iz ‘t ji J L;c/Nesting Habitat Suitability A
.

J I J 7 ‘5--i

1. Are areas which are sparsely vegetated and sunlit present (yes/no)

a. (If yes, indicate position of sparsely vegetated areas on aerial photo.)
2. Estimate % of potential nesting habitat within the overlapping ELC communities

(e.g. 5% of CUM community contains potential nesting habitat.

3. Estimate distance (m) to nearest suitable aquatic habitat.

4. Describe any signs of nesting) e.g. tracks, old shells).

5. Evaluate potential for flooding in potential nesting habitat.



Turbine #_____________ Jc) CQ Erk Jo ctc
Wetland #__________________ (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial

photo).
GPS values (NAD 83): Easting_______________

Northing_______________

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’ s Turtles
1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions)

__________________________

2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat

_______________________________________

3. Density of potential Basking Sites
a. Logs and other coarse woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)

b. Clumps of herbaceous vegetation which form “platforms” at or near water level
(apx # per ha)

________________________

i. Describe other apparently suitable basking sites if present:

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of aquatic habitat

4. Abundance of tadpoles (prey) in aquatic habitat (high, moderate, low)

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions

______________

6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and
fieldwork).

7.

_________________
_________________

8.

_________________
_________________

9. Estimated distance to nearest road (m):

_____________________

10. Estimated traffic usage on nearest road.
a. Low

(<

1 car.hr):

___________________

b. Low moderate (1 to 10 cars/br):

___________________

c. High moderate (11 to 60 cars/br):

_____________________

d. High (>60 cars/br):

________________________

11. % Tree cover within wetland and dominant species:

12. % Shrub cover within wetland and dominant species:

Evidence of disturbance in aquatic habitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/no):

_________________

2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, moderate, low):

3. Amount of garbage along shoreline (high, moderate, low):

4. Removal/disturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):

5. Removal/disturbance of shoreline vegetation (yes/no):

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no):

_____________________________________

7. If boat landing is present, estimate frequency of use based on facilities present:

8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discarded fishing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low):

_________________________________________________



Stantec Consulting

70-i Southgate Blanding’s Turtle Habitat

c+ .
Guelph, Ontario, Assessment Form

bJIlnLec Canada
N1G 4P5
Tel: (519) 836-6050
Fax:_(519)_836-2493

Project F’umber Project Name:
1O2 4 JLe

Date I Start and Finish Time: Field PersQnnel:
-( / I / 1J’ 1vsf

Weather Temp: Wind: Cloud: PPT: PPT in last

Conditions:’ cLM 4 7 24,çs:

Turbine #

_________________

Wetland #________________ (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial photo).
GPS values (NAD 83): Easting ? -

Northing
Page I 1

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles
1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions) (2 >(
2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat 4 c
3. Density of potential Basking Sites

a. Logs and other coarse woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)

b. Clumps of herbaceous vegetation which form “platforms” at or near water level
(apx#perha)

____________________

i. Describe other apparently suitable basking sites if present:

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of aq1atic habitat

. L

4. Abundance of tadpoles (prey) in aquatic habitat (high, moderate, low)
I (f.( ‘)

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions ‘ 0

6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and
fieldwork).
?r) j) 3O ()

7. Estimated distance to nearest road (m): U /i

8. Estimated traffic usage on nearest road.
a. Low

(< 1 car.hr):

____________________

b. Low moderate (ito 10 cars/hr):

___________________

c. High moderate (11 to 60 cars/hr): V

d. High (>60 cars/hr):

_________________________

9. % Tree cover within wetland and dominant species:

10. % Shrub cover within wetnd and dominant species:
I- Oçr c(’ea4



Evidence of disturbance in aquatic habitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/no):
2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, moderate, low):

3. Amount of garbage along shoreline (high, moderate, low):
I,I

4. Removal/disturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):

5. Removal/disturbance of shoreline vegetation (yes/no):
/Li

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no): a

7. If boat landing is present, estimate freqiiy of use based on facilities present:

8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discarded fishing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low):

_______________________________________________

9. Ability to view potential turtle habitat (high, moderate, low):
1O-J

10. If visibility is low describe why this is (e.g. dense shrub cover in much of wetland;
observation limited to 1 point, etc.)

)o.” -/r j&”

Blanding’s turtle Distance/ Behaviour Comments / Other species observations
Seen? Direction

/ / /
I J?I. c. //,

/4-rc.,t T>t,- 5r
ccler4- (

6

/kr £tri4ø ‘1

Nesting Habitat Suitability

1. Are areas which are sparsely vegetated and sunlit present (yes/no)

(If yes, indicate position of sparsely vegetated areas on aerial photo.)
2. Estimate % of potential nesting habitat within the overlapping ELC communities

(e.g. 5% of CUM community contains potential nesting habitat.

3. Estimate distance (m) to nearest suitable aquatic habitat.

4. Describe any signs of nesting) e.g. tracks, old shells).

5. Evaluate potential for flooding in potential nesting habitat.



Turbine #

_________________

Wetland #_________________ (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial
photo).

GPS values (NAD 83): Easting ct

Northing 4A4

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles
1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions) 0 )( 60
2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat

_______________________________________

3. Density of potential Basking Sites
a. Logs and other coarse woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)

b. Clumps of herbaceous vegetation which form “platforms” at or near water level
(apx # per ha)

________________________

i. Describe other apparently suitable basking sites if present:
fr..o ‘ftd +i•-e.ec j -q

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of acjutic habitat

e {r .4

4. Abundance of tadpoles (prey) in aquatic hbitat (high, moderate, low)
I

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions P0 ‘t

6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and
fieldwork). , r()

_________

7. Estimated distance to nearest road (m): 0 ,—

8. Estimated traffic usage on nearest road.
a. Low

(<

1 car.hr):

____________________

b. Low moderate (1 to 10 cars/hr):

__________________

c. High moderate (11 to 60 cars/hr):

_____________________

d. High (>60 cars/hr):

__________________________

9. % Tree cover within wetland and dominant species:

10. % Shrub cover within wetland and dominant species:
2’i. -i:i 0r )

Evidence of disturbance in aquatic habitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/no): /V
2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, moderate, low):

3. Amount of garbage along shoreline (high, moderate, low):

4. Removal/disturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):

5. Removal/disturbance of shoreline vegetation (yes/no):
AJ,i

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no):

______________________________________

7. If boat landing is present, estimate frequenc of use based on facilities present:

8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discarded fishing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low): fJoRI.



9. Ability to view potential turtle habitat (high, moderate, low):
rJj-,

10. If visibility is low describe why this is (e.g. dense shrub cover in much of wetland;
observation limited to 1 point, etc.)

Blanding’ s — — Distance! Behaviour Comments / Other species observations
turtle Direction
Seen?

/& - c /ii
— r- rJ

lo_1_,
Nesting Habitat Suitability

1. Are areas which are sparsely vegetated and sunlit present (yes/no)

a. (If yes, indicate position of sparsely vegetated areas on aerial photo.)
2. Estimate % of potential nesting habitat within the overlapping ELC communities

(e.g. 5% of CUM community contains potential nesting habitat.

3. Estimate distance (m) to nearest suitable aquatic habitat.

4. Describe any signs of nesting) e.g. tracks, old shells).

5. Evaluate potential for flooding in potential nesting habitat.



Turbine #

_________________

Wetland #_________________ (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial
photo).

GPS values (NAD 83): Easting I
Northing 4 O(o

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles
1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions) 4Z2 frm V
2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat S0 C
3. Density of potential Basking Sites

a. Logs and other coarse woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)

b. Clumps of herbaceous vegetation which form “platforms” at or near water level
(apx # per ha)

______________________

i. Describe other apparently suitable basking sites if present:

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of aquathabita

r:; :Lt,

4. Abundance of tacpo1es (jrey) in aquatic habitat (high, moderate, low)
/

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions
6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and

fieldwork).
7.

_________ _________

8.

__________________
__________________

9. Estimated distance to nearest road (m): 400
10. Estimated traffic usage on nearest road.

a. Low
(<

1 car.hr):

____________________

b. Low moderate (1 to 10 cars/hr):

__________________

c. High moderate (11 to 60 cars/br):

_____________________

d. High (>60 cars/br):

_________________________

11. % Tree cover within wetland and dominant species:
oY’ -i1c1--

12. % Shrub cover within wetland and dominant species:
/0 ‘7. ü 0 (eJ 2

Evidence of disturbance in aquatic habitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/no): /i

2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, ipoderate, low):
/1f&t SveJ

3. Amount of garbage alpng shoreline (high, moderate, low):
10 C

4. Removal/disturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):

5. Removal/disturbance of shqreline vegetation (yes/no):
> ci14U 1--

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no): AJo
7. If boat landing is present, estimate frequency of use based on facilities present:

8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. dicarded fishing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low):



9. Ability to view potential turtle habitat (high, moderate, low):

10. If visibility is low describe why this is (e.g. dense shrub cover in much of wetland;
observation limited to 1 point, etc.)

A1t4

Blanding’ s — Distance! Behaviour Comments / Other species observations
turtle Direction — w c I (. //

Seen?
Io

pei-‘ /co

rrO,A1 I-1

OOfr,
2c)’U4

Nesting Habitat Suitability

1. Are areas which are sparsely vegetated and sunlit present (yes/no)

a. (If yes, indicate position of sparsely vegetated areas on aerial photo.)
2. Estimate % of potential nesting habitat within the overlapping ELC communities

(e.g. 5% of CUM community contains potential nesting habitat.

3. Estimate distance (m) to nearest suitable aquatic habitat.

4. Describe any signs of nesting) e.g. tracks, old shells).

5. Evaluate potential for flooding in potential nesting habitat.



Turbine #

_________________

Wetland #_________________ (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial
photo).

GPS values (NAD 83): Easting 3’ I
Northing 4-’ I &

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles
1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions) / I
2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat c. i-

3. Density of potential Basking Sites
a. Logs and other coarse woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)

S
b. Clumps of herbaceous vegetation which form “platforms” at or near water level

(apx # per ha)

_________________________

i. Describe other apparently suitable basking sites if present:
tr-( fL.

I -

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of aquatic habitat

ro1 5’)

4. Abundance of tadpoles (prey) in aquatic habitat (high, moderate, low)
/ ) - cHJ-(

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions 25 ‘7’
6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and

fieldwork). (
7.

________ ________

8.

__________________
__________________

9. Estimated distance to nearest road (m): c

10. Estimated traffic usage on nearest road.
a. Low (< 1 car.hr): V
b. Low moderate (ito 10 cars/br):

__________________

c. High moderate (11 to 60 cars/br):

_____________________

d. High (>60 cars/br):

_________________________

11. % Tree cover within wetland and dominant species:

12. % Shrub cover within wetland and dominant species:
1; 7 /? 0 ci

Evidence of disturbance in aquatic habitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/no): /4
2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, moderate, low):

/o - -)-/

3. Amount of garbage along shoreline (high, moderate, low):

4. Removal/disturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):
lJ

5. Removal/disturbance of shoreline vegetation (yes/no):
/v,

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no):

___________________________________

7. If boat landing is present, estimate frequen1of use based on facilities present:

8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discarded fishing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low): #4/, c



fote L’(4:(I7

Nesting Habitat Suitability

1. Are areas which are sparsely vegetated and sunlit present (yes/no)

2. (If yes, indicate position of sparsely vegetated areas on aerial photo.)
3. Estimate % of potential nesting habitat within the overlapping ELC communities

(e.g. 5% of CUM community contains potential nesting habitat.

4. Estimate distance (m) to nearest suitable aquatic habitat.

5. Describe any signs of nesting) e.g. tracks, old shells).

6.

9. Ability to view potential turtle habitat (high, moderate, low):

10. If visibility is low describe why this is (e.g. dense shrub cover in much of wetland;
observation limited to 1 poit, etc.)

Blanding’s Distance/ Behaviour Comments / Other species observations
turtle Direction
Seen?

/V J / / /
(Al
(N1 / /

— &r—ói r,

Evaluate potential for flooding in potential nesting habitat.



Consulting

70-lSouthgate Blanding’s Turtle Habitat

C+ 4. Guelph, Ontario, Assessment Form
LlflC Canada

NIG 4P5
Tel: (519) 836-6050
Fax:_(519)_836-2493

Project Number Project Name:.
ooca

Date I Start and Finish Time: . Field Personnel:

‘r /H Ii:o -

Weather ., Temp: Wind: Cloud: PPT: PPT in last

Conditions: ( c 24 hrj

Turbine #

_________________

Wetland #_________________ (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial photo).
GPS values (NAD 83): Easting . l’ 0 ( q

Northing 4 E 5 4?
Page 1

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles
1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions) I S cô

2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat

_________________________________________

3. Density of potential Basking Sites
a. Logs and other coarse woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)

b. Clumps of herbaceous ‘‘egetation which form “platforms” at or near water level
(apx # per ha)

________________________

i. Describe other apparently suitab,1e basking sites if present:
si (0 (,

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 1 0,m of aquatic habitat

‘/, . fr-cJ

4. Abundance of tadpçles (prey) in aquatic habitat (high moderate, low)
(‘ 7AJ (fr1 ) cI/

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions 0 ‘.

6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and
fieldwork).

________

k (GE)

7. Estimated distance to nearest road (m): 0
8. Estimated traffic usage on nearest road.

a. Low
(<

1 car.hr):

____________________

b. Low moderate (1 to 10 cars/br):

___________________

c. High moderate (11 to 60 cars/br):

____________________

d. High (>60 cars/br):

__________________________

9. % Tree cover within wetland and dominant species:

10. % Shrub cover within wetland aiid dominant species:
— 1



Evidence of disturbance in aquatic habitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/no):

__________________

2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, moderate, low):

3. Amount of garbage along shoreline (high, moderate, low):

4. Removal/disturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):
4!,

5. Removal/disturbance of shoreline vegetation (yes/no):
AJ1

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no): Aj,
7. If boat landing is present, estimate frequency of use based on facilities present:

“7,4
8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discarded fishing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,

moderate, low):

_____________________________________________

9. Ability to view potential turtle habitat (high, moderate, low):

10. If visibility islow describe why this is (e.g. dense shrub cover in much of wetland;
observation limited to 1 point, etc.)

A-I (/
Blanding’s turtle Distance/ Behaviour Comments / Other species observations
Seen? Direction

p-I0 jj
fL,c_e&J r- -‘ OJ

—
Nesting Habitat Suitability

1. Are areas which are sparsely vegetated and sunlit present (yes/no)

(If yes, indicate position of sparsely vegetated areas on aerial photo.)
2. Estimate % of potential nesting habitat within the overlapping ELC communities

(e.g. 5% of CUM community contains potential nesting habitat.

3. Estimate distance (m) to nearest suitable aquatic habitat.

4. Describe any signs of nesting) e.g. tracks, old shells).

5. Evaluate potential for flooding in potential nesting habitat.



Turbine #

_________________

Wetland #_________________ (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial
photo).

GPS values (NAD 83): Easting ,?Og1
Northing 1C4-tL’

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles
1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions) ‘ 5 Y
2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat -

3. Density of potential Basking Sites
a. Logs and other coarse woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)

fJOft

b. Clumps of herbaceous vegetation which form “platforms” at or near water level
(apx#perha)

_____________________

i. Describe other apparently suitable basking sites if present:

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of aquatic habitat

r;.

4. Abundance of tadpoles (prey) in aquatic habitat (high, moderate, low)
/ czc(r)

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions o 1.
6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and

fieldwork).
CM

________

tK ()

__________

7. Estimated distance to nearest road (m): 4- 0 f-
8. Estimated traffic usage on nearest road.

a. Low

(<

1 car.hr):

____________________

b. Low moderate (1 to 10 cars/br):

___________________

c. High moderate (11 to 60 cars/br):

____________________

d. High (>60 cars/br):

_________________________

9. % Tree cover within wetland and dominant species:

10. % Shrub cover within wetland and dominant species:

Evidence of disturbance in aquatic habitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/no): j ;
2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, moderate, low):

i L. s-.’,,

3. Amount of garbage along shoreline (high, moderate, low):
L’

4. Removal/disturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):
/1

5. Removalldisturbance of shoreline vegetation (yes/no):

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no): /IJ0

7. If boat landing is present, estimate frequency ouse based on facilities present:
iv /“-[

8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discarded fishing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low): Un V4frt



9. Ability to view potential turtle habitat (high, moderate, low):

10. If visibility is low describe why this is (e.g. dense shrub cover in much of wetland;
observation limited to 1 point, etc.)

_____

pt
.

IIf F ‘, I

Blanding’s — Distance! Behaviour Comments! Other species observations
turtle Direction
Seen?

O rr

Nesting Tiabitat Suitability

1. Are areas which are sparsely vegetated and sunlit present (yes!no)

a. (If yes, indicate position of sparsely vegetated areas on aerial photo.)
2. Estimate % of potential nesting habitat within the overlapping ELC communities

(e.g. 5% of CUM community contains potential nesting habitat.

3. Estimate distance (m) to nearest suitable aquatic habitat.

4. Describe any signs of nesting) e.g. tracks, old shells).

5. Evaluate potential for flooding in potential nesting habitat.



Turbine #

________________

Wetland #________________ (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial
photo).

GPS values (NAD 83): Easting 3
Northing 4-s9-(d

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles
1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions) .,

2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat c
3. Density of potential Basking Sites

a. Logs and other coarse woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)

b. Clumps of herbaceous vegetation which form “platforms” at or near water level
(apx#perha) ! (I!/l

i. Describe other apparently suitable basking sites if present:

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of aquatic habitat

So

4. Abundance of tadpoles (prey) in aquatic habitat (high, moderate, low)
(Il I ( c)

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions j 7. S )
6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and

fieldwork).
7.

________ _______

8. CX)-i (ii)
9. Estimated distance to nearest road (m): 5 -i

10. Estimated traffic usage on nearest road.
a. Low

(<

1 car.hr):

____________________

b. Low moderate (ito 10 cars/br):

___________________

c. High moderate (ii to 60 cars/br): V
d. High (>60 cars/br):

_________________________

11. % Tree cover within wetland and dominant species:
-

12. % Shrub cover within wetland and dominant species:

Evidence of disturbance in aquatic habitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/no):

_________________

2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, moderate, low):

3. Amount of garbage along shoreline (high, moderate, low):

4. Removal/disturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):
/4/a

5. Removal/disturbance of shoreline vegetation (yes/no):
s ( j

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no): ‘

7. If boat landing is present, estimate frequency of use based on facilities present:
7V7/3

8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discarded fishing lures, line, bait conti1\ers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low): I )



9. Ability to view potential turtle habitat (high, moderate, low):
1’l7o it

10. If visibilit is low describe why this is (e.g. dense shrub cover in much of wetland;
observation limited to 1 point, etc.)

(j

Blanding’s Distance! Behaviour Comments / Other species observations
turtle Direction
Seen?

Ai — At.

( (1
Nesting Habfrat Suitability

1. Are areas which are sparsely vegetated and sunlit present (yes/no)

a. (If yes, indicate position of sparsely vegetated areas on aerial photo.)
2. Estimate % of potential nesting habitat within the overlapping ELC communities

(e.g. 5% of CUM community contains potential nesting habitat.

3. Estimate distance (m) to nearest suitable aquatic habitat.

4. Describe any signs of nesting) e.g. tracks, old shells).

5. Evaluate potential for flooding in potential nesting habitat.



Turbine #

________________

Wetland # 0 (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial
photo).

GPS values (NAD 83): Easting 99 c’9
Northing ±C

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles
1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions) 4 x i ;2S
2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat — (. ‘

3. Density of potential Basking Sites
a. Logs and other coarse woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)

b. Clumps of herbaceous vegetation which form “platforms” at or near water level
(apx # per ha)

________________________

i. Describe other apparently suitable basking sites if present:

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of aquatic hapitat

i ‘ / p / O J I

4. Abundance of tadpoles (prey) in aquatic habitat (high, moderate, low)
to i- 0

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions ‘7
6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and

fieldwork).
,

7.

____________

()
8. OOr, (

____________

9. Estimated distance to nearest road (m):

_____________________

10. Estimated traffic usage on nearest road.
a. Low (< 1 car.hr):

_______________

b. Low moderate (ito 10 cars/br): /
c. High moderate (11 to 60 cars/br):

_____________________

d. High (>60 cars/br):

________________________

11. % Tree cover within wetland and dominant species:
L(9 ‘7,

12. % Shrub cover within wet1a,id and dominant species:
‘,

- (4J ‘-

Evidence of disturbance in aquatic habitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/no):

_________________

2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, moderate, low):
/J0

3. Amount of garbage along shoreline (high, moderate, low):

4. Removal/disturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):
I/va

5. Removal/disturbance of shoreline vegetation (yes/no):

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no): /Jo
7. If boat landing is present, estimate frequency of use based on facilities present:

A/f A
8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discarded fishing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,

moderate, low): i’l/a r



9. Ability to view potential turtle habitat (high, moderate, low):

10. If visibility is lw describe why this is (e.g. dense shrub cover in much of wetland;
observation limited to 1 point, etc.)

/11 M

Blanding’s — Distance! Behaviour Comments / Other species observations
turtle Direction
Seen?

,

p
tJ SY -ii’

— L L c.
v

ç 1’ f i-- 4 ir C L)

40 \-
Nesting Habitat Suitabifity

1. Are areas which are sparsely vegetated and sunlit present (yes/no)

2. (If yes, indicate position of sparsely vegetated areas on aerial photo.)
3. Estimate % of potential nesting habitat within the overlapping ELC communities

(e.g. 5% of CUM community contains potential nesting habitat.

4. Estimate distance (m) to nearest suitable aquatic habitat.

5. Describe any signs of nesting) e.g. tracks, old shells).

6. Evaluate potential for flooding in potential nesting habitat.



Stantec Consulting
Ltd
70-lSouthgate Blanding’s Turtle Habitat

+ Guelph, Ontario, Assessment Form
.J.1JnLec Canada

N1G 4P5
Tel: (519) 836-6050
Fax:_(519)_836-2493

Project Number Project Name
Ig’

Date] Start and Finish Time: Field Personnel:

rr //1 IOQL Pi tL cç

Weather Temp: Wind: Cloud: PPT: PPT in last

Conditions: o 24:

Turbine #

_________________

Wetland # P (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial photo).
GPS values (NAD 83): Easting °‘

Northing 4’1
Page I 1

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles
1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions) 1O >( (0 0
2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat —

3. Density of potential Basking Sites
a. Logs and other coarse woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)

3
b. Clumps of herbaceous vegetation which form “platforms” at or near water level

(apx # per ha) +
i. Describe other apparently suitable basking sites if present:

fc,

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m ofquatic habitat

r(

4. Abundance of tadpoles (prey) in aquatic habitat (ilgh, moderate, low)
1o

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions S ‘1.
6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and

fieldwork).
/oM(SJ)

_______

fri

_______________

7. Estimated distance to nearest road (m): C’ M

8. Estimated traffic usage on nearest road.
a. Low (< 1 car.hr): -

b. Low moderate (1 to 10 cars/hr):

___________________

c. High moderate (11 to 60 cars/br):

_____________________

d. High (>60 cars/br):

_________________________

9. % Tree cover within wetland and dominant species:
5 ‘1

10. % Shrub cover within wetland and dominant species:



Evidence of disturbance in aquatic habitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/no): &Jo
2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, moderate, low):

Ar0,
3. Amount of garbage along shoreline (high, moderate, low):

.wt
4. Removalldisturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):

5. Removal/disturbance f shoreline vegetation (yes/no):

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no):

_____________________________________

7. If boat landing is present, estimate frequency of use based on facilities present:

8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discarded fishing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low):

_______________________________________________

9. Ability to view potential turtle habitat (high, moderate, low):

10. If visibility is low dUescribe why this is (e.g. dense shrub cover in much of wetland;
observation limited to 1 point, etc.)

Al/A
Blanding’ s turtle Distance! Behaviour Comments / Other species observations
Seen? Direction

/V. — — i(J ‘ i
w c

,

f1 A t4_ fr
‘-7

— (1,Jfjq L1

Nesting Habitat Suitability

1. Are areas which are sparsely vegetated and sunlit present (yes/no)

(If yes, indicate position of sparsely vegetated areas on aerial photo.)
2. Estimate % of potential nesting habitat within the overlapping ELC communities

(e.g. 5% of CUM community contains potential nesting habitat.

3. Estimate distance (m) to nearest suitable aquatic habitat.

4. Describe any signs of nesting) e.g. tracks, old shells).

5. Evaluate potential for flooding in potential nesting habitat.



Turbine #

_________________

Wetland #_________________ (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial
photo).

GPS values (NAD 83): Easting 7)

Northing o2t’,

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles
1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions) > 1 5 ‘-

2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat CE-’

3. Density of potential Basking Sites
a. Logs and other coarse woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)

b. Clumps of herbaeous vgetation which form “platforms” at or near water level
(apx # per ha) ! /

i. Describe other apparently asking sites if present:

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of-aquatic habitat

IcP4t

4. Abundance of tadpoles (prey) in aquatic habitat (high, moderate, low)
(A cc)

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions /
6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and

fieldwork). /

1oo , )
901’ J

_________

7. Estimated distance to nearest road (m): S
8. Estimated traffic usage on nearest road.

a. Low

(<

1 car.hr):

__________________

b. Low moderate (1 to 10 cars/br): V
c. High moderate (11 to 60 cars/br):

_____________________

d. High (>60 cars/br):

_________________________

9. % Tree cover within wetland and dominant species:

10. % Shrub cover within wetland and dominant species:
j

Evidence of disturbance in aquatic habitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/no):

_________________

2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, moderate, low):

3. Amount of garbage along shoreline (high, moderate, low):
vt.)

4. Removal/disturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):
/v,

5. Removal/disturbance of shoreline vegetation (yes/no):
.4/q

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no):

_____________________________________

7. If boat landing is present, estimate frequency of use based on facilities present:

8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discarded fiship lures, ‘line, baitcontainers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low): ‘-vw (cJLS 1



9. Ability to view potential turtle habitat (high, moderate, low):
tiQI 1

10. If visibility is low describe why this is (e.g. dense shrub cover in much of wetland;
observation limited to 1 point, etc.)

AIM-

Blanding’s — Distance! Behaviour Comments / Other species observations
turtle Direction
Seen?

/ i /

Nesting Habitat Suitability

1. Are areas which are sparsely vegetated and sunlit present (yes/no)

a. (If yes, indicate position of sparsely vegetated areas on aerial photo.)
2. Estimate % of potential nesting habitat within the overlapping ELC communities

(e.g. 5% of CUM community contains potential nesting habitat.

3. Estimate distance (m) to nearest suitable aquatic habitat.

4. Describe any signs of nesting) e.g. tracks, old shells).

5. Evaluate potential for flooding in potential nesting habitat.



Turbine #
Wetland #_________________ (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial

photo).
GPS values (NAB 83): Easting I

Northing 4 t’(-, , I JO

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles
1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions) )S ‘ 15 ‘

2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat c’i
3. Density of potential Basking Sites

a. Logs and other coarse woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)

b. Clumps of herbaceous vegetation which form “platforms” at or near water level
(apx#perha) /t%

i. Describe other apparently su lebsking sites if present:

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of aquatic habitat

“‘te Ia g’i.)

4. Abundance of tadpoles (prey) in aquatic habitat (high, moderate, low)

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions

______________

6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and
fieldwork).

7.

________ ________

8. 1i”- ‘J

___________

9. Estimated distance to nearest road (m):

_____________________

10. Estimated traffic usage on nearest road.
a. Low

(<

1 car.hr):

____________________

b. Low moderate (1 to 10 cars/br):

____________________

c. High moderate (11 to 60 cars/br):

_____________________

d. High (>60 cars/br):

_______________________

11. % Tree cover within wetland and dominant species:
lo 4 -

12. % Shrub cover within wetland &nd dominant species:
Yr R ?ir;”( t’Ll-J

Evidence of disturbance in aquatic habitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/no):

_________________

2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, moderate, low):

3. Amount of garbage along shoreline (high, moderate, low):

4. Removal/disturbance of aquatic ye etation (yes/no):
7¼

5. Removal/disturbance of shoreline vegetation (yes/no):
7¼

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no):

_____________________________________

7. If boat landing is present, estimate frequency of usbaecI on facilities present:
Iv! /I

8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discarded fishing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low): Li /tJ4 V (, cv



9. Ability o view potential turtle habitat (high, moderate, low):
HS

10. If visibilitis low describe why this is (e.g. dense shrub cover in much of wetland;
observation limited to 1 point, etc.)

/L/

Blanding’ s — Distance! Behaviour Comments / Other species observations
turtle Direction
Seen? ,,

4 (ii r ii /
— II ‘ V ii,,

‘,

S&/F . o’.i J’IJf(jttL (9, 4. PIQ
I I /

Nesting Hibitat Suitabifity

1. Are areas which are sparsely vegetated and sunlit present (yes/no)

a. (If yes, indicate position of sparsely vegetated areas on aerial photo.)
2. Estimate % of potential nesting habitat within the overlapping ELC communities

(e.g. 5% of CUM community contains potential nesting habitat.

3. Estimate distance (m) to nearest suitable aquatic habitat.

4. Describe any signs of nesting) e.g. tracks, old shells).

5. Evaluate potential for flooding in potential nesting habitat.



Turbine# 1( 1-
Wetland # 5’ (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial

photo).
GPS values (NAD 83): Easting_______________

Northmg____________

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles
1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions) ci 1— 1 e c r-€.

2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat

_______________________________________

3. Density of potential Basking Sites
a. Logs and other coarse woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)

b. Clumps of herbaceous vegetation which form “platforms” at or near water level
(apx # per ha)

________________________

i. Describe other apparently suitable basking1sites if present:
I

I
c. Amount and description of potential basking 1bitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,

sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of,quatic habitat

4. Abundance of tadpoles (prey) in aquatic habitat high, moderate, low)

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed colyiltions
6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas 0/aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and

fieldwork).
7.

_____________

/
8.

_________________

/
9. Estimated distance to nearest road (m1)

_____________________

10. Estimated traffic usage on nearest iad.
a. Low (< 1 car.hr):

_______________

b. Low moderate (ito 10 cars/br):

__________________

c. High moderate (ii to 60 cars/br):

_____________________

d. High (>60 cars/br):

_________________________

ii. % Tree cover within wet1a91and dominant species:
I

I

12. % Shrub cover within w t1and and dominant species:

Evidence of disturba ce in aquatic habitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/nd:
2. Amount of garb ge in pond (high, moderate, low):

3. Amount of ga’rbage along shoreline (high, moderate, low):

4. Removdisturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):

5. Remo/a1Idisturbance of shoreline vegetation (yes/no):
/

6. Prisence of boat landing (yes/no):

_____________________________________

7. I,f boat landing is present, estimate frequency of use based on facilities present:

8/Evidence of fishing use (eg. discarded fishing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low):

_________________________________________________



9. Ability to view potential turtleh9.t-th, moderate, low):

10. If visibility is low describ..w this is (e.g. dense shrub cover in much of wetland;
observation limite)4oint, etc.)

Blanding’s — — Distance! Behaviour Comments! Other species observations
turtle Direction ‘ Spi<c & 6yert,A. cre*
Seen? fiJ (, .

1 (ift)

— f’€J- f- Q tip

-_(OJ
Nesting Habitat Suitabffity

1. Are areas which are sparsely vegetated and sunlit present (yes/no)

2. (If yes, indicate position of sparsely vegetated areas on aerial photo.)
3. Estimate % of potential nesting habitat within the overlapping ELC communities

(e.g. 5% of CUM community contains potential nesting habitat.

4. Estimate distance (m) to nearest suitable aquatic habitat.

5. Describe any signs of nesting) e.g. tracks, old shells).

6. Evaluate potential for flooding in potential nesting habitat.



Stantec Consulting

70-i Southgate Blanding’s Turtle Habitat

c. Guelph, Ontario, Assessment Form
b,%LlnLec Canada

N1G 4P5
Tel: (519) 836-6050
Fax:_(519)_836-2493

Project Numer
...

Project Name:
LJL Pu’LQe

Date / Start and Finish Time: Field Personnel:
k ji

Weather Temp: Wind: Cloud: PPT: PPT in last

Conditions: G 2 5 ‘4 1C’ 24rs:

Turbine #

_________________

Wetland #_________________ (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial photo).
GPS values (NAD 83): Easting_______________

Northing_____________
Page I 1

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles
1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions) /

l
. c,1t5

2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat Cm
3. Density of potential Basking Sites

a. Logs and other coarse woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)
/Jd

b. Clumps of herbaceous ve,etation which form “platforms” at or near water level
(apx # per ha) 3 (

i. Describe other apparently suitable basking sites if present:

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsel’ vegetated flat areas) within 1/0 m of aquatic habitat

1 qo ‘/

4. Abundance of tadpoles (prey) in aquatic habitat (high, moderate, low)
lt ( bw h J1 f:fr I//

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions q 12 /
6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and

fieldwork).

7. Estimated distance to nearest road (m): C’ n.-’ .L 4 ‘ / /
8. Estimated traffic usage on nearest road.

a. Low (< 1 car.hr): /
b. Low moderate (1 to 10 cars/br):

___________________

c. High moderate (11 to 60 cars/hr):

_____________________

d. High (>60 cars/br):

_______________________

9. % Tree cover within wetland and dominant species:
(q5L ,:i.

10. % Shmb cover within wetland and dominant species:
.



Evidence of disturbance in aquatic habitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/no): /V1
2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, moderate, low):

3. Amount of garbage along shoreline (high, moderate, low):

4. Removal/disturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):

5. Removal/disturbance of shoreline vegetation (yes/no):

7. If boat landing is present, estimate frquency of use based on facilities present:

8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discarded fishing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low):

_______________________________________________

9. Ability to viewpotential turtle habitat (high, moderate, low):
fk $,

10. If visibility is by? describe why this is (e.g. dense shrub cover in much of wetland;
observation limited to 1 point, etc.)

3. Estimate distance (m) to nearest suitable aquatic habitat.

4. Describe any signs of nesting) e.g. tracks, old shells).

5. Evaluate potential for flooding in potential nesting habitat.

Nesting Habitat Suitability

1. Are areas which are sparsely vegetated and sunlit present (yes/no)

(If yes, indicate position of sparsely vegetated areas on aerial photo.)
2. Estimate % of potential nesting habitat within the overlapping ELC communities

(e.g. 5% of CUM community contains potential nesting habitat.



Turbine #

________________

Wetland #_________________ (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial
photo).

GPS values (NAD 83): Easting 3
Northing (c

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles
—

1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions) O )( f/) --
2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat cs.,
3. Density of potential Basking Sites

a. Logs and other coarse woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)

b. Clumps of herbaceous vegetation which form “platforms” at or near water level
(apx # per ha) S

i. Describe other apparentlyble basking sites if present:

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of aquatic habitat

rçr 64U5
U

4. Abundance of tadpoles (prey) in aquatic habitat (high, moderate, low)
1o ab

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed condi’tions e1 ‘7
6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and

fieldwork).

7. Estimated distance to nearest road (m): qOc’ h
8. Estimated traffic usage on nearest road.

a. Low
(<

1 car.hr):

____________________

b. Low moderate (ito 10 cars/br): /
c. High moderate (11 to 60 cars/br):

____________________

d. High (>60 cars/br):

_______________________

9. % Tree cover witbi wetland and dominant species:

10. % Shrub cover within weti d and dominant species:

Evidence of disturbance in aquatic habitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/no): 11L/o
2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, moderate, low):

3. Amount of garbage along shoreline (high, moderate, low):

4. Removalldisturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):
II

5. Removalldisturbance of shoreline vegetation (yes/no):
4I

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no):

___________________________________

7. If boat landing is present, estimate frequency of use based on facilities present:

8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discarded fishing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low): /t/c .&(



9. Ability to view potential turtle habitat (high, moderate, low):

10. If visibility is low describe why this is (e.g. dense shrub cover in much of wetland;
observation limited to, point, etc.)

/Vi’/J

Blanding’ s — Distance! Behaviour Comments / Other species observations
turtle Direction
Seen?

/

b//it7
Nestmg Habitat Suitability

1. Are areas which are sparsely vegetated and sunlit present (yes/no)

a. (If yes, indicate position of sparsely vegetated areas on aerial photo.)
2. Estimate % of potential nesting habitat within the overlapping ELC communities

(e.g. 5% of CUM community contains potential nesting habitat.

3. Estimate distance (m) to nearest suitable aquatic habitat.

4. Describe any signs of nesting) e.g. tracks, old shells).

5. Evaluate potential for flooding in potential nesting habitat.



Turbine #
Wetland #_________________ (mark corresponding # and outline wetland on aerial

photo).
GPS values (NAD 83): Easting ?

Northing 4)zCO 4

Assessment of Wetland’s Suitability for Blanding’s Turtles
1. Estimated size of aquatic habitat (ha or dimensions) ° >< 1 5
2. Estimated depth of aquatic habitat c
3. Density of potential Basking Sites

a. Logs and other coarse woody vegetation in water (apx. # per ha)

b. Clumps of herbaceous vegetation which form “platforms” at or near water level
(apx # per ha) 2 / A

i. Describe other apparently suitable basking sites if present:

c. Amount and description of potential basking habitat (eg. roadways, bedrock,
sparsely vegetated flat areas) within 10 m of aquatic habitat

c’CJ t J/.

4. Abundance of tadpoles (prey) in aquatic habitat (high, moderate, low)
f,ti ‘6ce’-- )

5. Percentage of shoreline with undisturbed conditions _c
6. Estimated distances (m) to 4 nearest areas of aquatic habitat (based on aerial photos and

fieldwork).
7.

________________
_________________

8.

__________________
__________________

9. Estimated distance to nearest road (m): 1
10. Estimated traffic usage on nearest road.

a. Low

(<

1 car.br):

____________________

b. Low moderate (1 to 10 cars/br):

___________________

c. High moderate (11 to 60 cars/br):

____________________

d. High (>60 cars/br):

_________________________

11. % Tree cover within wetland and dominant species:

12. % Shrub cover within wetland and dominant species:
/ —

Evidence of disturbance in aquatj1zhabitat.
1. Dug pond (yes/no):

__________________

2. Amount of garbage in pond (high, moderate, low):
AJ.e

3. Amount of garbage along shreline (high, moderate, low):
fVr)r

4. Removal/disturbance of aquatic vegetation (yes/no):

5. Removalldisturbance of shoreline vegetation (yes/no):

6. Presence of boat landing (yes/no):

___________________________________

7. If boat landing is present estimate fre uency of use based on facilities present:
/V/4

8. Evidence of fishing use (eg. discarded fishing lures, line, bait containers, etc.) (high,
moderate, low): /‘ijt’- (.*S



9. Ability tovi9w1otential turtle habitat (high, moderate, low):

10. If visibility is low describe why this is (e.g. dense shrub cover in much of wetland;
observation ii t d to 1 point etc.)

Blanding’s — Distance! Behaviour Comments / Other species observations
turtle Direction
Seen?_

/V0 — / Pi

tötAJ /ftl
Nesting IIibitat Suitability

1. Are areas which are sparsely vegetated and sunlit present (yes/no)

a. (If yes, indicate position of sparsely vegetated areas on aerial photo.)
2. Estimate % of potential nesting habitat within the overlapping ELC communities

(e.g. 5% of CUM community contains potential nesting habitat.

3. Estimate distance (m) to nearest suitable aquatic habitat.

4. Describe any signs of nesting) e.g. tracks, old shells).

5. Evaluate potential for flooding in potential nesting habitat.



Quality Control: This form is complete (Iegib1e

(/_/

Signature:

‘ Stantec Consulting Ltd

,‘ ioada
Reptile Survey

/7’ N1G4P5 Observation Form
Tel: (519) 836-6050

stt Fax: (519) 836-2493

Project Number Project Name tAJff17 p’U

Date / Time fl RC+1 / 2-& fcL I 2-C>I3 2) Field Personnel T fliai’i1/,. 1
Temp: Wind: Cloud: PPT: PPT in last 24 hrs:

Weather Conditions: O c. .

—5avc4) fr4l?p?L//

-‘d

LOCATION TIME SPECIES HABITAT DESCRIPTION OTHER NOTES

áb4

(Field Personnel)
Signature.

(Project Manager)

Page

_______

of________ REV: May 07 FORM 005



Stantec Consulting Ltd

‘/ Guelph Ontano Canada
Reptile Survey

f4’ N1G4P5 Observation Form
Tel: (519) 836-6050

Stantec Fax: (519) 836-2493

Project Number ( O1 (CS5C1’ Project Name: t1iT. If’JFL

Date / Time: 22_i ( ‘ IieId Personnel: N k )4LH , V Dlf*vYi

Temp: Wind: Cloud: PPT: PPT in last 24 hrs:
Weather Conditions: 230 c

cjZ

LOCATION TIME SPECIES HABITAT DESCRIPTION OTHER NOTES

vcp41 Op-eva -d’v-@ (d)

(ç4-2- V1 0

—----- AJO
ib

Thifop4Plete(& legible“

Signature /
(Field Personnel) (Project Manager)

Page

_______

of REV: May 07 FORM 005
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